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chapterA) I - INTR0DUCTION
ENERGY FROM THERMONUCLEAR FUSION
In several Decisions concerning the Fusion Programme, the Council of the
European Conrnunity has recognized that ttcontrolled thermonucLear fusion
could be of benefit to the Cornrnunity, particul-ar1-y in the wider context
of the security of the long-term energy supply".
In full eonsideration of the foreseeable long-term energy situation, it is
very important to promote the development of the few conceivabl-e major
potential energy sources for the future, in particul-ar in order to secure
enough diversification in energy supply.
Fusion is one of these few major potential energy sources. It is at an
early stage of development, but in principle has potential advantages
which could be particularly valuable for Europe: the primary fusion fuel"s
(D, Li) are abundant, widespread and cheap (l g natural lithium could
produce 15 MWh); both those fuels and hel-ium, the finaL product of the
reactions, are stable; a fusion reactor could be made very safe from the
nuclear point of view; the doubling time for breeding new fuel could in
principle be very short, et.c. These potential advantages are balanced by
certain drawbacks: the high construction cost of a reactor, neutron activa-
tion of the reactor structure, large tritium and lithium inventories, etc.
It is impossible today to make a credible estimate of the economic and
social cost of fusion energy; the advantages and drawbacks of fusion
should be continuously reassessed
I.2 THE COMMI.]NITY FUSION PROGRAMME
Since it.s creation, Euratom has contributed funds and manpower to promote
activities in the Fusion Laboratories in the member States and their integra-
tion in a cotrtrtton programne through contracts of Association. More recently,
the JET Joint undertaking (ttre focal point of the European programme), and
I.I
I
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that part of the Joint Research Centre having responsibil-ity for Fusion
Technology, have been added to the system of Associations; moreover' two
third eountries (Sweden and Switzerland) are nor\t ful1y associated wi.th the
Connnunity Fusion programre. The Commission and the programmets coordinating
bodies have therefore increasing responsibilities for the management an.d
coordination of the expanding Community fusion progranme which, folLowing
a Council Decision:
- is part of a long-term cooperative project embracing all work
carried out in the member States and in certain third countries
in the field of controlLed thermonuclear fusion;
- aims, in the tong term, at the attainment of a singl-e common
goal;
a
- presents itself as a
fusion progranunes i-n
single body in its relations with other
the wor1d.
The successive Community reserarch prograrmes in the field of Fusion,are
adopted by the Council for perriods not exceeding five years. Every Ehree
years a new progranme proposal is subrnitted by the Corunission to the
Council, so that succ.essive five year progra[mes overlap for periods of
two years. This "sliding programne" concept a11ows to take into account
the evolution of the scientific and technical situation.
I.3 MOTIVATION FOR TIIE PRESENT PROGRAMME PROPOSAL
When adopting the 1979-83 Fusion Progranune of the Conmunity(l)n the uouncil
deeided that I'the Connnission shal-l submit to the Council, not Later than. I
July 1981, a review proposal rCesigned to replace the present programme by
a ne\^r f ive-year programre witlfr effect from I January 1982" .
Moreover, the rapid progress rnade reeently in Tokamak physics and plasma
heating techniques, the successful implemerrtation of the construction of
JET (whieh wiLl become operatilonal- earLy in 1983) and the assessement of
the problems (both in physics and in teehnology) to be solved before under-
taking the construction of a deviee of the post-JET generation, make a
revision of the 1979-83 progrirnme technicaLl"y very appropriate at thirs time.
t
(l) o.J. No L72 of lB.3.l98O I
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The Comission, facing the needs of re-orienting and possibly increasing
its activities in the field of thermonuclear fusion, presently in a phase
of transition from basic research to technological development, felt it
opportune to set up a Fusion Review Panel". This ad-hoc group of ll prominent
scientific personaLities, whose responsibiLities and interests extend well
beyond the field of fusion research, had the following terms of refererr"", (2)
"Review, taking into accounL current international developments:
the presenE status and progress of fusion R & D work in the
Community fusion progralrme'
the prospects for the further development of fusion as an energy
source for the CormunitY,
future plans for the Couununity fusion progralme, with particular
emphasis on the next major steP,
and formulate recomnendations on future policy and action".
The Coumunity Fusion Prograrme Review PaneL has concluded its work in
June l98l and its final report is suburitted to the Consultative Comrnittee
of the Fusion Programme, the Coumission, the Council and the Parliament.
The programre proposal 1982-86 takes due account of the recomendations
of the Cormunity Fusion Review Panel.
l
(2) Decision of the Comrnission, 26.11.198O, document E/1504/80
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ChAPIET A) II - PRESENT SITUATTON OF TIIERMONUCLEAR FUSION RESEARCH
II. I CONTENTS OF THE PRESENT COMMUNITY PROGMMME
rI.l.l Present situation
During the last decade, the basic trend of the European progranme
(employing about 1000 professional staff) has been to coneentrate on
the most promising line, the Tokamak. This concentration has now
largely been achieved and Europe has proved to be fully competitive
in this field: the highest n T product has been reached in Frascati,
and JET will be in the coming decade the largest fusion facility in
the worl-d. within the Tokamak line, a strong effort has been applied
to the provision of plasma heating, r^rhere Europe has been particularly
successful.
of the present community activity only about l0z is now devoted Lo
a few well. chosen alternative l-ines which, within the toroidal magnetic
confinement famiLy, will be both aLternative and contributory to
Tokamaks. work on mirrors has been totalLy discontinued. Less Lhan
22 of the present budget is conrnitted to laser development and studi.es
in light-matter interaction.
The technol-ogy part of the fusioR programme (about 72 of the over:a1l.
budget) is almost entirely devoted to the Tokamak and is mainly oriented
towards the needs of post-JET devices; international collaboratic,n
(witrr extra-European countries) has led to concrete results in some
fields of rechnology and in system studies (INTOR).
]
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II. | .2 Main Tokamaks
JET: The progranune for the construction of the basic JET device is
currently maintaining its p1-anned schedule, which foresees the start
of operation in April 1983. As a result of the completion and hand-
over of all the non-specific buildings put at the disposal of JET by
the Host organization, the whole JET team is now working on the JET
site. The construction of the specific buildings is also advanced.
The manufacture of components of the device is progressing well: a
number have already been delivered on site, and others are being tested
at the factory. Generally, progress with industrial contracts is re-
assuring, with on1,y a few production problems of any significance, and
about 757" of the contracts for equipment procurement have now been
placed. (At the end of 1980, the cornmitment on industrial contracts
amounted to about 125 MioECU, distributed over about 70 major contract-
ors). on 30 April l98l, the JET team numbered 230 (including l13 pro-
fessionals) of which 120 were Euratom staff.
ll
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Device Main objective(present or future) Plasmacurrent
(KA)
Pulse
dura-
tion
(sec. )
r 973
197 6
1977
r 980
l98 r
I 983
?
TFR (Fontenay)
DITE (Culharn)
FT (Frascati)
ASDEX (Garching)
:::t:: :l::::l
JET
TORE SUPM
(Cadarache)
FTU (Frascati)
ASDEX UPGRADE
Pl-asma heating, physics
Divertor, heating, physics
Scaling 1aws, RF-heating
Divertor, heatingr r€-
fuel-1ing
:l::::_::11 :::::::::::
Scaling laws, heating
plasma-wal1 interaction,
6( -Part ic les
Superconductor, long
pulse, heating
Scaling 1aws, heating
Divertor, cold mantle
4oo/6oo
250/ 350
I 000
500
:::11:
3800/4800
I 700
I 600
,I
0's 
I
'l
_l)l
I3l
I
-------i
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5/n 
I
l
I
i30 
1
I
ll
I
I(Garching)
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Possible new devices: three large specialized Tokamaks (TORE SUPRA'
FTU, ASDEX-I'PGMDE) are now at various stages of design in the
Associations (see TV .2.1) .
Supporting activities
Heating: A successful development of neutral injection systems (hydr'cgen
and deuterium) is proceeding at Culham and Fontenay, for their own needs '
for JET and for devices in other Associati.ons. Jiilich is al.so invoLved
in N.I. development. Preliminary work on neutral beams produced via
negative :ions is underltay through collaboration between the EUR-CEA and
EUR-Sweden Associations. Recent developments on Ion Cyclotron and Lower
Hybrid Resonance Heating, particularly in the EUR-CEA Association, ha're
led to large scale applications on JET and other Iarge devic.es. Radio-
frequency heating studies are performed on some of the main devices' as
well as on most of the stnall specialized Tokamaks of the European pro-
gramne. These sma11 machines are essentially used to produce and confine
plasmas appropriate for such studies; some of these machines are coming,
close to the end of their aetive 1ife. A list is given below:
t
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Device Si.te Main objectives I(kA) T(ser:. )
PETULA
ERASMUS
TCA
WEGA
TORTURE
THOR
RINGBOOG
DANTE
TOSCA
Grenoble
Brus sels
Lausanne
Grenoble
Jutphaas
Milan
Jutphaas
Risd
Culham
IIF heating (1ower hybrid)
RI heating (ion cyclotron)
Il,tr' heating (Alfven waves)
Rf' heating (lower hybrid)
llurbulent heating
RF heating (electron cyclotron)
Cold mantle between plasma and
wall-
Pe11et ablation for refuelling
High beta, RI' heating (electron
cyclotron)
100
50
r30
100
100
55
70
20
z)
0.1
0.015
nl
0. I
0.005
0.01
0.x
0. 05
0. 005
0.ctOli t{igh beta I 1000 I
I
. l
Diagnostics: the understanding of plasma behaviour impl,ies the simul-
taneous measurement of a large number of parameters (density, 1oca1
magnetic and electric fields, electron and ion energy distributions
impurity content, etc...) with good spatial and temporal resolution
and using methods which do not perturb the plasma. For thermonuclear
plasmas this requires the development of sophisticated diagnbstic
SPICA I Jutlhaas
I
t7,
methods and the use of por4rerful compuring facil-ities for data proces-
sing. A large fraction of the staff in the Associations is involved
in diagnostic work both for their own use and for JET, and a high level
of expertise no\{ exists in all fields, with the exception of operation
in a radioactive envirorunent. The collaboration of all Associations
in the preparation of JET diagnostics has started well but will require
special attention, particularly when JET becomes operational.
Cold Pl,asma mantle studies. The rol-e of a cold mantle of pLasna is
being investigated in sma11 devices at StockhoLm and at Jutphaas, and
the interaction between the hot pLasma and the rsa11 in general will
form one of the main research topics for the IEXTOR machine at JiiLich,
and possibly for the ASDEX-UPGRADE at Garching.
Technology
Fol"lowing reactor and post-JET studies, 6 main areas of R and D have
been identified:
Superconducting magnets. A substantial effort is being made on toroidal
field coils: construction at Karlsruhe of one out of 6 1-arge coils for
the international LARGE COIL Project, development of toroidal fieLd
coils cooled by superfluid heLiurn for TORE SUPRA at Fontenay-aux-Roses,
and development of high-field coils using Al5 conductors by the Dutch,
Italian and Swiss Associations within the cooperative SULTAN project
and also by KfK (Karlsruhe).
Tritium technology. Political problems have strongly interfered with
technical" planning, leading to an extremely weak position of the
European Progranrne in this fie1d. Apart from the design of the tritium
system for JET by CEA and IIKAEA, under JET-contract, there are only
incipient activities related to the Next Step machine, mainly at Jiilich.
Work in this field needs a vigorous start, since the handling and
containment of large quantities of gaseous tritium is a vital part of
the fusion fuel cvcle.
Blanket technology. Blanket design studies have a l0 years old tra-
dition in Europe, but very little experimental work has been done. At
present, an exploratory study has been started cooperativeLy by 5
Associations and the JRC Ispra with the aim of defining key problems
and establishing an engineering programme.
rr. I .4
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rr.1.5
Materials. Radiation damage phenomena in steel.s, nickel alloys and
refractory a1loys are being studied in 5 associated laboracories and
at the JRC Ispra, using accel.erators as radiation sources. An effort
has been started to concentrate Lhis work on a few reference alloys
and to focus strongly on stainless steel, the main candidate for the
Next Step.
Remote Handling. No systematic effort has yet been undertaken, except
for JET. The equipnent developed for JET, however, eovers only partly
the needs emerging from Next Step studies.
Safety and Environsrent. 0n1y a smal.l effort has been started in this
important field, nainly as contributions to the INTOR study by JRC
Ispra in cooperation with the Danish, Dutch and Swedish Associations.
Theory and Computing
About 157 of the professional staff is involved in theoretical work and
courputational physics. Europe has played a ful1 part in the general
development of the theory of high temperature plasmas.
II. I.6 NET-INTOR
NET. It was early recognized that rhe preparation for and development
of a post-JET nachine, which would bring about a significant advance-
ment of the Tokamak 1ine, was likely to take more than l0 years and
require a considerable, steadily increasing effort. Therefore, a Next
European Tokamak Group was set up in November 1978, consisting of a
small number of physicists and engineers. However, before a serious
effort on conceptual design could st.art, the IAEA launched the inter-
national INTOR study. P::iority was given to INTOR, ro which the efforr
was diverted, understanding that the work for INTOR was, at the same
time, a good preparation for NET.
INTOR. The INTOR study was started under the auspices of the IAEA,
at the end of 1978, as a collective effort by Europe, Japan, the US
and the SovieE union, to define an international Next step project
following the JET-TFTR-JT5O generation of Tokamaks (see II.4.2).
Virrually all Associations and the JRC have been giving support to
t
I
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rr. I .8
the study under the guidance of the European INTOR delegation. After
conclusion of the data base assessment phase in 1979, the conceptual
design rdas started (with a report due in July l98l). It has been agreed
to continue the conceptual design study for one more year after the
report; a decision will have to be taken whether or not the project
should continue being supported by Europe in the engineering design
phase, planned to start after July 1982.
Alternative Lines in Toroidal Confinement
Reverse Field Pinch. After the pioneering work with ZETA (Harwell),
research work on the PJ'P continued rnainly at Culharn, Padua and Los
Alamos with relatively small devices. These three laboratories now
plan to collaborate in the building and operation of a large machine,
RFX (plasma current 2 MA). Compared with the Tokarnak development,
the RFP is at least one generation behind and its physics less well
understood. In particular, there is 1ittle inforrnation on scaling
laws and a larger apparatus is necessary to make progress. The design
of RFX, to be located at Culham, is essentialLy complete.
Stellarator. There is only one Stellarator operating in Europe
(WeNOeLSffIN VII-A at Garching) in which it has been shown rhar ner
current-free operation can be achieved by neutral injection (1.2 MW);
this leads to confinement properties that are noticeably improved with
respect to those of Tokamaks. Theoretical studies on further optiroizing
the Stellarator configuration give hopeful results: in particular, it
appears possible to use a modular coil system replacing both the
toroidal field eoils and the helical winding. Experimental verifica-
tion requires upgrading the WENDELSTEIN VII-A experiment.
Other toroidal configurations.
such as possibly a high F , ate
in Srockholn (IuTup, EXTRAP).
Inertial Confinement
Some systems with special propercies,
being investigated on a small scale
The Council Decision, stating that the fusion progranme of the Cormrunity
is a 1-ong term collaborative project embracing g11 work carried out on
fusion, has been difficult to implement in the field of inertial confi-
nement, because of potitical problens linked to possi6lg ni-litary
3
t0.
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implications. It shoul.d also be admitted that on Present evidence
inertial confinement does not appear to be the preferred route io a
fusion reaetor. As a conseguence, the situation in Europe is the
following:
In the framework of the Associations, research is liurited both in
volume and in objectives and is at present conducted at four sites:
. At Frascati, where pioneering work on laser fusion vas done
in the sixties, a nelr laser group has been recently set up to
study the hydrodynanic stability of ablation-driven implosions
using laser pulses of a few hundreds joules.
. At Garching, a high po\rer (l TI,I) iodine laser is being developed,
and basic studies on light-plasma interaction are in progress.
. Theoretical vork is carried out both at Gbteborg and Brussels
(Universit6 Libre),,
l{oreover, independent laser prograumes are followed by other
laboratories outside the Associations, both civilian (Rutherford,
Polytechnique, Frascati,, ...) or miLitary (f,iureit, Aldermaston,...)
but these are not directLy aimed at the produetion of control"led
thermonuelear fusion energy. The only activity on light ion beam
fusion was recently started by a new sma1l group at the Kernforschungs-
zentrum, Karlsruhe. In heavy ion fusion, there is only one organized
effort in Germany (Darnsradt), but some conceptual work is going on
at the Rutherford Labora.tory.
It is significant that in the field of inertial confinement where
little coordination is exercised at the European 1evel, the Couuounit'y
is playing only a very modest role on the world scene.
II.2 ORGN{IZATION OF THE COMI'{T]NITY PROGRA}II'IE
The Co"'munity research prograrn'ne in the field of controlled thermonuclear
fusion is adopted by the Council of Ministers for periods not exceeding
five years. The prograrme is part of a long term eooperative project
eobracing all the work carried out in the member States in the field of
eontrolled therroonuclear fusion. It is designed to lead in due course to
the joint construction of prototype reactors with a view to their industri.al
production and marketing.
t
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eAfter three years of implementation of each five year progranme, a new
five year plan is adopted, which therefore overlaps with the last two
years of the preeeding period"
The prograurme is irnplenented by means of Contracts of Association between
Euratom and the organizations within the Member States which are active in
the field, and by the JET Joint Undertaking. A smalL part of the prograume
of the Joint Research Centre at Ispra is also dedicated to the fusion field.
Several Association Contracts cover R & D work executed in other laboratories
by neans of subcontracts or other arrangements.
TT.2. I Associations
The location of the associated laboratories is shown in Fig. l. Sweden
and Switzerland joined the Conmunity Fusion prograrmre in 1976 and lgTg
respectiveLy.
Each contract provides fo:r the financial participation of Euratom in
the general running of the laboratories (operation, personnel, adminis-
tration' ecc.) to a uniform leve1 of about 252. Moreover, Euratom can
contribute to a level of about 4sz ("preferential support") in the
capital investments necessary to build large experimentaL devices
which, according to the Consultative bodies, have a scientific value
of interest to the whole Community prograume.
Each Association is managed by a Steering Comuittee, made up of repre-
sentatives of Euratom and of the associated institution. For the
programne as a whole, there is a consultative and coordinating structure
described in IT.2.4.
TT.2,2 Joint European Torus
For this project, a Joint underraking was set up in lray 197g, The
members of the JET Joint Undertaking are: Euratom, all its associated
partners in the frame of the fusion prograrmle and Ireland and Luxerrbourg
(which have no Contracts of Association). The responsibilities for the
Project are vested in the JET council and the Director of the project.
Each member of the Undertaking has two representatives on Ehe JET Council
whieh steers the Joint undertaking. The JET council is assisted by the
JET Executive counnittee and may seek the advice of a JET scientific
Counc i 1 .
!
r
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Tr.2.3
Tr.2.4
The expenditure of the Joint Undertaking is borne by Euratom at 802
and the United Kingdorn Atomic Energy Authority (IIKAEA) at l0%. The
remaining l0Z is shared between all Members having Contracts of
Association with Euratom.
The Project Team is formed in part by personnel put at the disposal
of the Undertaking by the associated institutions (other than UKAEA)
or from other organizations, and temporarily recruited by Euratom,
and in part by staff made avail"abl-e by the UKAEA (host organization).
Joint Research Centre
The Ispra Laboratory of the Euratom Joint Research Centre (JRC) is
conducting research in some specific domains of fusion technology:
system studies, blanket materials, safety and environment. This work
is financed at IOAZ by Euratom. From the scientific and technical
point of view, it is coordinated with the other fusion activities of
the Community by the Conrnission's Directorate for the Fusion Programme,
and in the frame of the consul-tative system outlined be1ow.
Managemen_t and gonsultgliive structure
The Fusion Directorate in Brussels (10 professionals) is responsible
among other things for:
. preparing the S-year programnes;
. negotiating the association contracts;
. participating in the steering of the associationsl
. participating in the management structure of JET;
. attributingpreferential support;
. concerting with the JRC fusion technoLogy activity of this center'
r^rithin the frame of the overall fusion programne;
international relations, in the frame of the TEA (where the
Commission has a leading role for fusion), of the IAEA, and on a
bilateral basis.
t
14.
The consultative structure of the fusion prograrnme has been reduced'
since December 1980, to one single committee: the Consultative
Corunittee of the Fusion ?rogranrme (CcFp). Without prejudice to the
Cornrnission's responsibil-ity for the implementation of the Fusion
Prograrmne, the CCFP has the task of contributing in its advisory
capacity to the best possible implernentation of the programme, in
parti cular:
(a) to watch over the ongoing activities;
(b) lo ensure that selectivity criteria are applied in the
definition and management of thei progranrne;
(c) to ensure harmony between the activities of the Associations,
the JRC and the JET Project;
(d) to evaluate the results obtained;
(e) to collaborate in the preparation of prograunne proposalsl
(f) to ensure proper relations between the Community Fusion
Progranrne and other fusion programnes;
(g) to define priority actions with a view to the allocation of
preferential support.
The CCFP acts also as ttAdvisory Cornrnittee on Progrannne Management"
for the fusion activities of the JRC (direct action). It can create
subconnnittees: the ttProgranrne Committeett assists the CCFP on all the
points listed above, with the exception of point (f).
II.3 ROLE OF INDUSTRY
European industry hitherto has participated in the fusion prograwne as a
supplier of components and equipment. Recent market inquiries indicate
that, it constitures an adequate supply base for several technologically
advanced pieces of equipment. But the long range character of fusion
development, its high cost and its uncertainties have not induced industr:y to
become a driving force for the programne. A closer involvement of indusf.ry
wil-l become essential as the programme moves from the scientific to the
technological stage.
I
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II.4 INTERNATIONAL COOPEMTION
Fusion research has been ttopentt, internationally, ever since it was freed
from security restrictions in 1958. The results of the research, wherever
carried out in the worldr 
€IE€ published and discussed in international
meetings and conferences. Only inertial confinement and tritiun handling
have military security restrictions causing some problems in the generally
free exchange of informaEion. The stage when cornmercial restrictions
uight become operaLive is stil1 in the future. The collaboration berween
the European Coumunity and the other world prograrmes is irnplemented ag
follows:
IT.4. I International Energy Agency
In the frame of the IEA (Paris), Euratom is the "leading organization'r
for cooperation in the field of fusion, which is the task of the Fusion
Power Coordinating Couurittee (FPCC). The implementing Agreements
concluded in this framework are signed by Euratom for irself and on
behalf of its associates in Ehe couununity Fusion programme. There are
at Present three such Agreements, in which the US is Euratomts main
partner.
The subject of the first AgreemenE, concluded in 1g77, is the study
of plasma-wall inEeraccion in the TEXTOR device, whose construction is
now being cornpleted in Jiilich. This project is conducted and financed
by the EUR-KFA association, with 457. Euratom support. The agreement
provides for a participation of experts, mainly from the US and Japan,
in the construction and in the operation of the device.
The second Agreement, concerning the development of superconducting
magnets for fusion' r./as also concluded in 1977. It provides for the
assembly in oak Ridge (us) of a toroidal array of six superconducting
coils of large dimensions. Three of these coils are being built in the
UsA' two in Europe (one at Karlsruhe with Euratom preferential support,
the other in Switzerland) and one in Japan. Each partner undertakes
the expenses for the coil he supplies and will participate in the tests
on the toroidaL assembly. The cost of one coil is of the order of 6
million dollars. The resrs should srarc ar oak Ridge in r9g4/g5.
t
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The third Agreement was concluded in 1980 and deals with the studies
of radiation dainage in fusion materiaLs. It provides in particular for
the participation of European speciaLists in the construction at Hanford
(US) of the Fusion Materials lrradiation Test (furt) facility. The
cost for the construction of this facility, which couLd be operational
by 1984, but which could also be delayed by budget cuts, is of the
order of 100 million dollars and is financed by the USA. Moreover in
the framework of this agreement a broad radiation darnage progrartqe
should be impLemented. The agreement has been signed by Canada, Euratorn
(also on behalf of Sweden), Switzerland and the USA; Japan is expected
to join in the near future.
The Conmission has been requested by the IEA-FPCC to prepare, in
collaboration with two European partners (III(AEA and CNR) and in conta.ct
with the other partners, an agreement covering the co$firon construction
and operation of RFX. The participation of the USA in RFX would be
very valuable from the scientific and technieal points of view and
could also be important financialLy (hardware amounting to about l5Z
of the cost would be contributed by the USA).
Under the auspices of the IEA, regular exchanges of information and
workshops on the large projects (Jet, TFTR and JT 60) have taken place
over the last five vears.
International Atouric Energy Agency
In the frame of the IAEA (Vienna), the International Fusion Research
CounciL (IFRC) is the advisory body to the Director General of the
Agency. The IAEA organizes the biennal International conference on
Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuelear Fusion, edits the review
ttNuclear Fusiontt and promotes other initiatives such as an annual
conference on large Tokamaks.
In t978, following a proposal by the Soviet delegation at the IAEA
the Director General of IAEA asked governments sponsoring fusion
research whether they would participate in internationaL studies of
the next major step INTOR (a post-JET Tokanak). After a unanimously
favourable answer, the INTOR study was undertaken, under the auspices
of the IAEA. Aecording to the initial reconr"endation of the IFRC, the
INTOR project should proceed in five phases: data base assessment,
t
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Ir.4. 3
definition, engineering design, construction and operation, each phase
being followed by a decision whether to start the next one. For the
first two phases, a series of "workshops" has been organized in Vienna,
starting at the end of 1978, in which each of the four Large fusion
programnes takes part with a delegation formed by a smal1 number of
experts. The data-base assessment phase was concluded at the end of
1979 with the publication of a detailed report, The definition phase
is now in progress and yiLl end in Sr-uuner l98l with the publication of
an INTOR conceptual design. An interim phase (mid 8l - mid 82) has
been recently agreed upon, during which the consistency of the conceptual
design will be re-assessed using the same system of workshops. The
further developments of this venture are uncertain.
Bilateral contacLs
It has been agreed between Euratom and the US Departurent of Energy
to establish a systematic exchange of infornation and possibl.y of
staff in the field of alternative lines, where the two progranmes
are complementary. The development of neutral injection lines has
been also the subject of an exchange of information and some coope-
rative initiatives in this field are envisaged.
3
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II.5 FINA}.ICIAL VOLUME OF THE 1979-83 COMMIJNITY PROGMI"IME
The expenses which can be funded, following the Council Decision of 13 llarch
l98O arnended by Council Decision of 19 May 1981, are:
TABLE I
(l) Including Technology (which is partly implemented through sub-contracts
of the Associations) but excluding the Swedish and Swiss Associations.
(2) Ineluding support to JET (Artiele 14 contracts) and NET.
(3) Tbese figures do not inelude the funds necessary for the preparation
of JET for its extended performance, neither for its operation during
the year 1983.
t
I
Total
Volume
MioECU
Euratom
7"
Participation
MioECU
General expenses of
the Associations r)
Investments covered by
preferential support (2)
JEr (3)
Staff mobility, manage-
ment and adninistration
496
130
243.
25
45
80
roo
124
58.5
r95
TOTAL 877.1 385.5
t9.
I
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To the total in TabLe I should also be added the expenses of the Associa-
tions in the third States (Sweden and Switzerland) which are estimated,
for the period 1979-83, to be around 35 MioECU.
Finally, in the frame of the programne of the Joint Research Centre for the
four years l98O-83, about 26 MioECU will be devoted to activities in the
area of fusion technol.ogy.
The yearly evolution of the expenditure of the Associations (Sweden
and Switzerland excluded), of JET, and for management and mobility, is
shown in Table II, in round figures. (the figures concerning the years
l98O and l98l are indicative estinates).
TABLE II
(payments, MioECU)
J
Aetivity 1979 I 980 l98 r Total
JET
Associations (total expenditure)
- out of which financed at pre-
ferential rate (l)
Management + Mobility
30.7
112.7
(e.o)
t.5
50. 5
132.6
( l7. s)
1.7
76.3
r 48.8
(25.5)
1.9
r57.5
394. I
(52.0)
5.1
TOTAL 144.9 184.8 227 .0 556.7
(l) Including priority actions, support to JET and NET.
20.
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The rate of increase of the overall financial volume of the Associations
prograrme has been 17.57" from 1979 to 1980, and wilL probably be 12,57.
from l98O to l98l; whereas the corresPonding rates of inflation in the
Conrmunity have been 13.82 and 12.67" respectively. Apart from a real
increase between 1979 and 1980 due essentially to the inclusion in the
programne of technology activities, the Associations have been working
at a constant 1evel of spending during the last three years.
The Cormunity contribution to the Fusion prograuune excluding JET for the
period 1979-81 can be evaluated from Table II at about I 14 MioECU. In
the Council minutes (l) related to the March 1980 Programe Decision,
the following staEement of the Cornmission is found : "it will implement
the I 979-1983 progranrne exelusive of JET in such a way that at least 4OZ
of the appropriat.ions authorized are available for financing activities
to be carried out during the l.ast two years of the programme." The appro-
priation for 1979-83 being t90.5 MioECU, it means that a maximum of
190.5 x 0.6 = 114.3 MioECU was availabte for the Fusion Programte exclusive
of JET during 1979-81. The corresponding Comrmrnity contribution (estimated
at ll4 MioECU) is within the prrescribed limits.
II.6 CONTENTS OF THE OTHER WORLD PROGRAMMES
Over the world the Tokamak line is by far the most advanced and receives
the Largest support, even if alL other \,torld Progranmes have a broader
spectruu than the European one. A schematic view of the major world
Tokamaks is given in Fig. 2.
rr. 6. I U. S.A.
The USA fusion prograume is the largest in the world.
Tokamaks represent the main activity (ll3 of the overall budget,
not including heating and technology). A large device, TFTR, is
due to start operating in 19821 subsequent operation with triEiurn
is foreseen. A machine of the post-JET generation (ffO) is in
the definition phase,
o
t
(l) ATO 32, 4ldarch 1980.
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. Inertial confinement receives nearly as much funding as the
Tokamak and impressive developments in the field of lasers and
light ion beams have been achieved; heavy ion beam experiments
are at Dresent under consideration.
. In magnetic confinement the main alternative is the tandem mirror.
This also receives considerabLe support (202).
. A second alternative, the ELMO Bumpy Torus, and some new alternative
concepts, are funded at a much lower level than the mirror.
. A strong effort is made on heating and on technology, where all
items mentioned in section II.l.4 are being pursued, including
the use of a tritium laboratory and extensive work on Syslem Studies.
Heating and technotogy absorb together about l2Z of the overall
budget.
. Highly capable theoretical groups are active in several centres.
II. 6. 2 U. S. S. R,
The Soviet prograume involves a very large number of professionals
(about 3000) and covers almost the whole spectrum of fusion science
and technology.
. More than I0 Tokamaks of moderate size are in operation; the
biggest, T-10, is comparable with the American PLT, but has not
yet been equipped with powerful additional heating systems; a
small superconducting device is also operational. The large
Tokamak T-15 which should be ready in about 1984 is a super-
conducting device comparable with the proposed French TORE SIIPM.
. Inertial confinement includes a sizeable effort on laser fusion
and on relativistic electron beams.
. Mirror devices of large dimensions are in operation or in construc-
tion.
. The Stellarator approach is actively investigated.
. Other al-ternative magnetic concepts are explored with small
experiments.
. Heating development proceeds at a rather slow pace.
. Reactor studies and technology development (Superconductivity
tritium, blanket, materials) form an active part of the prograrmne.
. The Soviet theoretical contributions are outstanding.
t
I
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I II.6.3 Japan
The fusion reactor development prograrme is being carried out in
Japan as one of the national projects, It started late (in the
early seventies) but has been characterized by an extremely fast
growth, a strong involvement of industry, and a concrete and irnportant
collaboration with the U.S.A. It invoLves:
. "Reactor core plasma development", where special emphasis is put
on JAXRI's Tokamak programme. The major device is JT-60, a large
Tokamak of the JET generation which is planned to become operat-
ional in 1984; tritiurir operation is not foreseen. Japan has also
been participating substantially in the construction and exploitation
of the rather large American DOUBLET III Tokamak. The progra,rme is
supplemented by strong university programrnes, among which the
Heliotron stellarator and open systems with tandem mirrors have
priority. Inertial confinement (lasers, electron beams, light-ion
beams) has less priority but is studied in a special "InstiEute
of Laser Engineering" at Osaka University. A significant effort
on basic research exists a1so, but no sizeable ttexotictt alternative
magnetic confinement. lines are studied.
. 'iFusion reactor technology d.evelopmenttt: all the usual problems
are studied.
II.6.4. China
The fusion effort in China started at about the same time as in Europe..
Up !o now, its scientific achievement is not well known, but it is
unlikely to be qualitatively comparable with that of the above-mentioned
prograrmes. At present, the Chinese effort seems to involve about 700
professionals working in 4 centres. It is diversified: Tokamaks,
mirrors, pinches, plasma focus, laser fusion, reactor conceptual
studies, fusion technology, heating techniques. The largest device,
the Tokamak HL-|, is a machine similar to the French TTR, and is
scheduled to go into operacion in 1981.
II.7 FIINDING LEVELS OF THE WORLD PROGRA},IMES
t
Information is
Note that the
is about half
given in Fig. 3 fot U.S.A., Japan
USA figures do not include inertiaL
that of magnetie confinement.
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confinemen!, whose budget
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t Chapter A) III - MEDIL},1-TERM CONSIDERATIONS
III. I MEDIIM-TERM OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY
Exploratory long term planning studies, conducEed in the framework of the
Comuunity programre as well as in other parts of the world, and based on
the quite reasonabLe assumption that a demonstration reactor (DEMO) would
be of the Tokauak type, have indicated a choice of possible strategies to
reach DEMO. These strategies lead to different time schedules and different
total expenditures depending mainly upon the amount of risk they involve
but they all have a conunon trunk: the major urachine(s) to be built after
JET (or its foreign equivalents) will be a deuteriun-tritium burner(s) and
should demonstrate the technical feasibility of DEMO. Thus, all world
fusion progranmes are now in a position to fix an intermediate aim for
their medium-term efforts: the "Next Step(s)".
Next Step is a large Tokamak which should:
demonstrate long-pulse D-T burn;
demonstrate on a reactor scale the "intrinsictt technologies, i.e.
tritium, superconducting magnets, and remote handling;
. provide for engineering testing of the breeding blanket and for
studies of the first wa1l, of structural alloys and other important
reactor technologies.
Confidence that che Next Step could reasonably have such objectives is
based on the extrapolation of present knowledge in physics (the necessary
experimental check of the scaling laws will be provided by urachines of
the JET generation) and on the assessment (which has been made in particular
by the INTOR group) thac the required technologies can be developed in due
time. Estimates of the construction cost of the Next Step indicate a figure
of the order of I to 2 BioECU.
In Europe, Ehe medium-term strategy is based on Ehe fo11-owing assumptions
and objectives, in line with the recouunendations of the Fusion Review Panel:
. The most urgent task of the fusion prograrnme is to establish the
conditions for, and demonstration of, D-T ignition (or near-ignition)
I
i
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in a toroidal. rnagnetic confinement system; this task will be partially
and perhaps even totally fulfilled by JET, whose progranme should thus
be conducted with vigour and determination by the whole European
fusion community; the exploitation of Tokamaks of intermediate size
is needed to provide addi.tional knowLedge, both in support of JET
and to comPlement the JET results '
. The Conmunity must irnmediately launch the definition and the con-
ceptual design studies of' the Next Step, a Tokamak whieh aims ro
establish the technical f'easibility of DEMO; in parallel, the Communiry
should actively develop uhe technologies required to build the Next
SteP '
. Fusion reactor system studies should be carried out in order conti-
nuously to assess the sta.te of the arE and keep the programnle oriente'J
towards its ultimate goal, the demonstration reactor.
. Both the remaining uncertainties in the detailed physics of toroidal
confinement and our ignorance of the ways to arrive at economic net
power production suggest that studies of alternative systems should
be carried out with the aim of assessing their reactor potential.
. International collaboration will continue to be exploited' at a
possibly increased level, both in the ptranning and execution of fusion
research.
. A subsequent assessmenr of the results of JET and other similar de'vices
will be needed before deciding whether to go ahead with the construct'-
ion of the Next SteP.
III.2 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the strategy outlined above will be achieved by a
prograrme having as main items NET, JET, other Tokamaks and auxiliary
activities, technology, and alternative 1ines.
- NET (Next European Tokarnak) is the prospeetive European Next Step follor^ring
JET. The NET prograrme vill consist of a study leading to the definition
and coneeptual outline of NET in suffieient detail to provide guidance tLo
a NET-relevant technology prograflr0e. By developing a European eoncept for
the Next Step, the European participation in possible international Nexl:
Step ventures, like INTOR, si1l be strengthened, preserving at the same time
a
a
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the option of an independent European approach. The conceptual design of
MT, together with the physics and technology results available by the
end of 1984, wiLl al"so provide an essential. element for the next revision
of the fusion programme.
The full support of the JET prograutrne, in parricular the extended perform-
ance phase, is essential for the verification, at the earl,iest possible
date, of existing Tokamak scaling laws to the regime of plasma parameters
at or near ignition. Such verification is clearly required before
enbarking on any major expenditures for NET.
The strong Tokanak programne in the Associations and the development of
heating, diagnostics and other auxiliary equipment will be kept under
constant review in order to meet the requirements of .IET and, in due time,
those of NET; this will also guarantee the compatibility of the various
elements of the overall progranne, as far as staff and budgets are concerned.
The technology prograrme will be designed according to the needs of NET,
t as presently seen from the INTOR study. The main areas to be covered are
tritium technology, remote handl-ing, supereonducting nagnet technology,
blanket technology, and materials (with the latter partly extending beyond
the needs for the Next Step, towards the long-tenn application to DEMO).
Again, a cont.inuous reassessment of the prograrrne following the findings
of the NET study wiLl be necessary, in order to guide che technological
development. Specifie attention will be devoted to the problems of pro-
viding the initial tritium inventory for NET (present estimate:- 2-5 Kg),
and of ensuring at least parcial breeding in the NET blanket.
Alternative Lines (magnetic or inertial confinement) are less advanced
than Tokamaks. Because of linited resources, none of the large prograrmes
of the world can adequateLy cover a comprehensive range of alternative
systems. Therefore, there is a strong case for international cooperation
in this field. For the European progranme, it is proposed to invest most
of the indigenous effort on the Reversed Field Pinch and on the Stellarator'
to maintain a ttwait-and-see" position concerning Mirrors, and to keep a
smalL effort for some basic studies on Inertial Confinement, while streng-
thening international cooperation.
I
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Chapter A) IV - PROPOSED PROGRAI'IME FOR THE PERIOD 1982-86
For clarity, the fusion programne is subdivided hereafter into four
chapters, each chapter dealing with arguments which have specific fundinS;
or technical features:
. JET, which is a Joint Undertaking;
. the Associations (wnt-Technology excluded);
. NET-Technology, which is partly handled by the Associations,
and also by the JRC, but which constitutes a technical unity;
. Management and mobility.
Funding concerning Sweden and Switzerland (Associations with third countries)
and JRC (Fusion Technology) is not included in the present, progranme proposal.
IV. I JET
IV.l. r Background to the presenE proposals
The proposed JET prograrnme for 1982-86 represents a natural evolurtion
of the programne which was envisaged when the JET Joint Undertaki.ng
was esLablished in ISZS.(l) At that time, the progrartrne was conceived
in two phases. The initial phase was the "construction of JET irr its
basic performance", for which a cost est.imate of 184.6 MioECU was given
at January 1977 prices. It was noted in the Minutes of the Council
meeting concerned that this "amount does not include the cost of the
investments required to enable the installation to reach its extended
performance 1eve1tt. The second, operational phase was expected to
"cover a period of five to seven years following on from the conr;truct-
ion phase", and it was estimated that "The annual cost of the Projec.t
during this second period will approximate to that incurred during
the first period". The progranme norir proposed is fu1ly consisterrt
with these statements. The proposed average annual expenditure during
I 982-86 on the tasks which were originally described as the operiational
phase is slightly lower (in real terms) than the annual average expendi-
ture on the construction phase during the years 1978-83. The overall
t
I
a
(l) o.J. No. Ll5l of 7.6.1978, p. 8-24.
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duration of the programre remains 12 years, and the scientific and
technical objectives remain essentially unaltered. The overall cost
estimate for the construction phase has increased in real lerms by 3.7%:
however because of the ongoing effects of inflation, the cost at current
prices has increased significantly, and has been the subject of two
int.ervening Programre Decisions of the council, at the level ot 2ol .25
MioECU at January 1979 prices(2) .ra zfi.75 MioECU ar January l98l
. (3)prices'-' respectively (here and subsequently the expression "X MioECU
at Y prices" means that X is the value at current prices if it is
assumed that inflation ends at the date Y).
Recent scientific and technical developments
During the last three years, experimental results from the world wide
fusion prograflIme have substantially narrowed the parameter range over
which scaling laws have to be extrapolated, in order to forecast the
performance of JET. Detailed calculation norr confirm that there is a
good prospect that the fu1l objectives of JET may be achieved. Indeed,
there is a possibility that the results may go beyond the stated
objectives, and that thermonuclear ignition may be approached.
This is a major landmark in fusion research, and cannot be achieved in
any other experiment currently under way within the world fusion pro-
grarme. The recent calculations have also defined more closely the
plasma heating power which JET will need to achieve its full objectives,
and the JET Council has decided that 25 MW should be installed. There
is no longer any doubt thaE this is technically feasible.
As a result of recent developments, there is now a greater awareness
of the limited scope of the experimental programne which can be carried
out with the basic performance configuration, and the JET Council is
convinced that the extension to full performance should be pursued
without delay.
Objectives of JET during the 5-year programe I982-86
The progranme proposed in the present submission has three overlapping
phase s :
the completion of the construction of the JET device in its basic
t
rv.l.2
rv. I .3
I (2) o.J. No.(3) O.J. No. L72 of. 18,3.Ll49 of 6.6. 1980, p. l91981, p.32
performance (June 1978 -
the extension of JET to
30.
April 1983);
ful1 performance (Jan 1982 - June 1987);
T
the operational phase, up to the end of 1986 (April 1983 - Dec.
r 986) .
Beyond the present submission, it is envisaged that after the full
performance configuration becomes available (in June 1987) there vill
be about one year of operation at full power, before introducing tritirrn
into the device, and then two years of radioactive operation with
deuterium-tritium plasmas, with completion in mid-1990. The achievement
of this timetable is eonditional upon the achievement of the proposed
rate of investment. This point is discussed more fully in the annexed
opinion of the JET Council.(4)
The technical content of the programne remains essentially as set out
in EUR-JET R5, the design document cited in the JET Statutes. A few
points have been clarified by Decisions of the JET Council:
(i) the basic performance configuration includes 5 MI^I of Neutral
Injection heating, and the so-cal1ed 'List Ar diagnostic equiPmenE'
(ii) ttre extension to ful1 performance requires the following additional
items: a further 20 MW of heating equipment, the 'List B & C'
diagnostics, power supply equipnent to extend the pulse duration
to 15 sec and maintain full plasma current, remote maintenance
and tritium handLing equipment.
(iii) fhe operational phase reguires provision for staff costs, operating
cosLs, electricity ch.arges and equipment maintenance, modification
and replacement costs, estimated at 57" (per year) of the value of
the equipmenE installed. The total number of staff working on
site will rise to 480.
The estimates agreed by the JET Council for the overall cost of the
three phases, and for the costs falling within the years 1982-86, are
sholrn in Tables III and IV'. In accordance with Article 46 S 2(c) of
the Euratom Treaty, the Council is requested to approve Tables III and
IV, and Eo record their approval in the Minutes of the meeting at
which the Decision is taken, with the understanding that the base date
a
a
(4) See part C).
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for the cost estimates for future expenditure is January 1981,
except in relation to the basic performance construction phase, for
which these costs remain based upon the estimates prepared with the
original base date of January 1977 (191.4 Mio ECU).
Work to be performed by the Associations in supPort of JET
The JET J,rint Undertaking was established, in the words of the StatuEes,
to tteonstruct, operate and exploit JET as part of the Euratom fusion
programme and for the benefit of the participants in this programmer'.
It has therefore always been envisaged that the Associations would
be fully involved in the JET Prograrnme. This involvement takes three
forms:
(i) The Associations will play a major part in the scientific exploit-
ation of JET. Because of their long experience of Tokamak
research, they are uniquely qualified to conlribute, and it is
foreseen that about half of Ehe 80 professional scientists rraquji.red
to plan the experimental progralmle, perform measurements and to
interpret Ehe resulEs will be associarion staff working alon13-
side members of the JET team.
(ii) ftre Associations have a considerable expertise in the procurement.
of complex equipment for fusion research, especially in the areas
of diagnostic and plasma heating equipment. The project has
already used this expertise by placing procurement contracts with
the Associations: Lhey participate in the design, and either ccJns-
truct equipmenE themselves, or act as the prime contractor suPer-
vising industrial subcontractors. The estimated val-ue of such
eonrracts (tutty paid by JET), to the end of 1981, is about 6 MioECU,
and further contracEs of this tlpe, to a value of about 20 Mj-oECU,
are foreseen during 1982-86.
(iii) ftre Associations also assist the project by performing R & D work
in these same areas. to help in the early stages of equipment:
design. This work is undertaken on the basis of conEracts urrder
Article 14 of the JIIT Statutes, whic.h are financed at 452 by the
Conrnission. The esEimated value of such work to the end of l98l
is 13 MioECU, and it is expected to continue during 1982-86 at a
level of. 31+ MioECU.
t
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IV.2 THE ASSOCIATIONS
The activity in the Associations (NEt-technotogy excluded) will remain pri-
marily concentrated on Tokamak physics and on supporting activities for
Tokamaks, including an increase (specific developments and/or experiments)
in the support of JET and NET. The effort wi1l also include research on
alternative lines and contributions to fusion technology. Work concerning
NET and fusion technology is described in $ IV.3,
IV.2. I Main Tokamaks
The five main devices at present in operation (TFR, DITE, FT, ASDEX)
or near completion (TEXTOR) will continue to be exptoited with improved
diagnostics to widen the understanding of Tokamak physics and of the
interaction between plasma and wall. They are all being systematically
improvedl mostly by the addition of auxiLiary heating (neutral injection,
ion cyclotron and lower hybrid) at a multimegawatt leve1. Some of these
devices (tfn and FT, for instance) will be deconrnissioned during the
period 1982-86 if the construction of larger devices (see below) is
undertaken.
In the 1979-83 programne proposal, allowance (50 MioECU) was made for
the possible launching of two ner^/ Tokamaks: a superconducting device
TORE suPRA, and an ignition experiment (VHFT). rt was mentioned rhat
"the possibility of building each of the two new experiments outlined
above has not yet been assessed. rt is ta fortiorir not certain that
both will have to be buiLt". Extensive definition and design work
on these two devices has taken place since then, leading in both cases
to a confirmation of the scientific and technical value of the projects
but aLso to a 1arge increase in cost, so large in fact in the case of
ZEPHYR (ex-VHFT) that this project was phased out for budgetary
reasons to$rards the end of 1980.
At present, three specialized Tokamaks are at various stages of design
in the Associations and are the subject of discussion by the Consultative
bodies of the Fusion Progranune:
, TORE SUPM is a 1-arge superconducting Tokamak (1.7 MA plasma
current) which in addition to its intrinsic technological value
should be used for the development of Radio-Frequency heating
methods and Neutral Injection at the level of l0 MW, for studies
I
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of the dynamic of impurities, and for investigating the physics of
long pulses (30 sec). The engineering design is completed, and
final approval is being sought from the CCFP.
FTU is a high field Tokamak (8 tesla - 1.6 l4A) which shoul'd extend
knowledge of the scaling lans governing the plasma confinement
time, and which should produce deuterium plasmas of reactor rele-
vant deneities and terrperatures. It would impLy the use of high-
power R.F. heating (8 MI^I, Lower Eybrid). The study of plasma-wall
interaetion in reaetor reLevant conditions would be possible with
this device. The procedure for approval by the CCFP has been
initiated for FTU.
ASDEX-UPGRADE is a device incorporating a poloidal divertor with
coils outside the toroidal field coils which would, under reactor
relevant conditions, demonstrate the possibility of disruption
control- and perrnit the study of the plasma-wal1 interaction, of
the properties of the cold plasma mantle, of the physics of long
pulses and of the possibility of sustaining the plasma current
without a transformer, It, is in the definition phase.
Each of these projects aims at the solution of a different set of p'ro-
blems of fundarnental importance for the assessment of the Tokamak as
a reactor. The three projects are therefore complementary; they are
also cornplementary to JET.
Outside the framework of the Associations, preliminary studies concerning
the feasibility of a very high field compact Tokamak aiming at ignition
are being condueted on a modest scale without finaneial support by the
Connnission.
Supportins activities for JET and other main Tomamaks
Nine minor Tokamaks, at present in operation, will continue to be
exploited for speeific purposes (mostly studies on R.F. heating, high
beta equilibrium and stability, cold mantle). Most of these devices
wilL be decormnissioned during the 1982-86 period, whereas one or tno
new sma11 machines vil1 be built (for instance CoMPASS - a device
intermediate between Tokamaks and Reverse FieLd Pinches to explore some
of the remaining aspects of MHD optiurisation in Tokamaks & Pinches).
The development of high voLtage (up to 160 kV) Long pulse neutral
injection systems (hydrogen and deuterium) at the multimegawatt Level
a
a
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required by JET and the other large devices wiLl be pursued. Investiga-
tion of neutral injectors based on negative ions wilL continue on an
exploratory level. The development of mul"timegawatt BJ heating systems
at the ion cyclotron and at the l-ower hybrid frequencies will be acce-
Lerated, for their application to JET and other devices, Other R.F.
methods (Alfven waves, Electron Cycl,otron Resonance) wiLl continue to
be investigated.
Research and development concerning diagnostics, wi1,1. remain one of
the major activities of the Associations which have responsibility for
preparing JET diagnostics. In due time, the Associations will second
staff to participate in the exploitation of JET.
Alternative lines
The present uncertainties on the potential of Tokamaks as future fusion
reactors makes it necessary to pursue the development of alternative
systems as back-up solutions. This part of the Programme is developing
into an informal but effective world-wide collaboration in which the
lines are divided amongst the major programnes, (for instance Mirrors
in the United States, Reverse I'ie1d Pinches and Stell4rators in Europe)
with a proposed cross-participation of st,aff and hardware. The Conrnission
will seek more formal Agreements, in particular with the United States,
which would guarantee fuLl rnutuaL aecess to scientific knowledge and
techniques on lines followed elsewhere. This could be part of a more
general agreement with the USA on Fusion R & D. Betrreen l0 and l5Z
of the overall European effcrt will be devoted to Reverse Field Pinch
and Stellarators, together with some limited studies on other toroidal
configurations and on InertiaL Confinement.
Reverse Field Pinch. Two small devices (ttStX lA and ETA-BETA) are in
operation but are likely to be discontinued before 1986. A large machine,
RFX (2 MA), planned to be built in coLlaboration by Culham, padua and
Los Alamos, would be needed if progress is to be made. The essential
objective of Rl'X would be to find out whether or not the RFP can provide
good confinemerrt of high temperarure ( /v I keV), high P (10-202), ohmi-
cal1y heated plasmas. The essential motivation of building RFX is rhe
hope that the RFP might lead to a less complex and cheaper reactor than
the Tokamak. The design studies of RFX are essentially complete. The
procedure of approval by the consuLtative bodies is at an intermediate
stage.
rv.2.3
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SteLlarators. One device (Wendelstein VII-A) is in operation and will
continue to be used to study plasma confinement and heating in net
current free configurations. Further progress on the StelLarator line
would imply the construction of "Advanced Stellarators" which hold
theoretical promise of higher betas and better behaved p1-asmas (1ess
turbulence, etc..) and in which the magnetic field configuration would
be produced by modular coils. Two different steps are under consideration:
. W VII-AS, which would be using most of the components of W VII-A;
its design could star! immediately;
. W VII-X, a new system whose major radius would be about twice that
of W VII-A and wouLd aim at a beta of about l0%. This device, i.f
successful, would get close to demonstrating the reactor potential
of Stellarators.
The possibility of US prarticipation is being explored.
Other toroidal configurations. A new class of devices, the ttcompact toritt,
is the object of intense explorafory research in the U.S.A. A sma11
device of this type, EXTRAP, has been proposed by an Association, and
is being examined by the CCFP.
Research on Inertial Confinernent will remain lirnited to a modest effort
(1ess than 2Z of overall effort) in the fields of drivers development
and light-matter interaction.
TV.2,4 Overall expenditure of the Associated Laboratories (Unt and TqchnoljgY
ex;T"aeat.
For the sake of discussion, the overall budget of the Associations i.s
hereafter divided into 3 items:
Continuation of pr:esent act.ivity (MT-technology excluded) ;
Possible new large devices;
NET-technology (see S IV.3).
Continuation of present activity:
. The general expenses (support 25%) are estimated at lll.5 MioECU
for 1981, including the salaries of Euratom staff seconded to
the Associations. At the price leve1 of lst January i982, this
is uplifted to l22.6l"lioECU taking a mean raLe of inflation in
the Community of 9.942, It is proposed to maintain the yearly
t
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running costs constant (122.6 MioECU) during the period 1982-86,
Leading to a globaL amount of 613 MioECU (= 122.6 x 5).
The "normal" priority actions (support 452) are defined as the
actions covering the construction of small- devices and the improve-
ment of the existing devices (technoLogy excluded): compLementary
heating, modifications, etc... They are estimated at 10.2 MioECU
for 1981, which means ll.2 MioECU at lst January l9B2 prices level.
A tentative estimate of the foreseen needs for the period 1982-86
shows that they correspond to the present rate of expenses (11.2
MioECU per year), leading to a g1-oba1 amount of 56 MioECU (= ll,2
x 5).
The support to JET (Arricle t4 contracts) amounted ta 7.9 MioECU
in l98l. Estimates by the JET Projecr Lead to a need of 34 MioECU
during the period 1982-86 (see IV.l.4).
Possible new large devices. None of these devices (ronu supM, FTU,
ASDEX-UPGRADE, RFx, stel-larators) has yet received final approvat.
The design of three of them (roru supl{A, FTU, RFx) is advanced enough
for their ful1 construction to be technicatly possibl-e during the
period 1982-86. rf bui1t, they wouLd be prioriry acrions (support 457")
Their approximate capital construction cost would be the fo1-lowing
(at price level January I 982) :
. TORE SUPM, heating included z 82 MioECU (CEA esrimates) . The
CCFP financial ad hoc group reconrnended to increase this amount
by about 22 MioECU, mainly for contingenciesl
. FTU, heating incLuded z 23 MioECU (CmSm estimares) ;
. ASDEX IIPGMDE: about 52 MioECU (IPP preliminary estimates);
. RFX: 42 MioECU (Ufaea and CNR estimares), including an expected
contribution (hardware) of about 7 MioECU from the USA.
. Stellarators: about 9 MioECU for W VII-AS and about 26 MioECU
for W VII-X (IPP preliminary estimates).
under reconrnendation of the ccFP, a total volume of 156 MioECU (cor-
responding to an appropriation of the Commission of 70.2 MioECU at a
support rate of 457") is foreseen in the present programme proposal to
cover the construction of these possible new large devices during the
period 1982-86.
I
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IV.3 NET AI{D TECHNOLOGY
As outlined in Chaprer A) III, the Next European Tokamak (NET) is an imPortant
element irr the strategy of fusion reactor development. Because the time
lag frorn the definition to the operation of such a machine cannot be less than
l0 years, the study of NET and the development of new technologies for
NET should start nor{r. Therefore, a substantial part of the proposed pro-
gramme 1982-86 is devoted to these tasks. At this stage' most of the
scientific-technical effort can be provided by fusion and fission research
laboratories. But it is evi.dent that industriaL invol"vement will be
increasingly important when approaching the construction of NET, and already
in this initial phase industriat expertise is indispensable for the develop-
ment of selected technical components.
IV.3. I NET
A comprehensive study of NET will be undertaken during the years
1982-84, in order to define the basic objectives of this machine' out*
line its essential components, and determine the research and develop-
ment needs for its later construction, particularly in the technology
field. The principal aims of this activity are:
- to be the focal point and to provide guidance for the current
fusion effort, particularly for the technology prograume;
- to provide the technical elements for a decision at the end of
1984 on the future strategy and for the corresponding revisi.on
of the programoe;
- to strengthen the European capability for international- co-
operation on the Next Step.
The NET group will al-so undertake such system studies as necessary
for the precise definition of NET, e.g. those concerning the future
demonstration reactor.
Given the importance of the NET study and its complexity calling for
widespread expertise in physics, chemistr:y and engineering, a staff
of about 50 people is foreseen. This vill include from the beginning
industrial staff, both in order to draw on industrial experience and
to build up interest and specific fusion expertise in industry. In
the later stages, the Commission will promote the constitution of
industrial consortia which should play an essential role in the pos-
sible engineering design and construction of NET
t
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The rNToR study, undertaken in 1978 under rAEA auspices by EURAToM,
Japan, usA and ussR (see rr.4.2), provides an excellent base on whieh
to start the NET study. The NET tean will also produce the future
European contributions Lo the rNToR conceptual design, as long as this
is continued.
Techno logy
Five rnajor reactor technology R & D areas have been identified speci-
fically for the Tokamak line and constitute the uain elements of the
technology progranme: tritium technology, remote maintenance, super-
conducting magneE teehnology, blanket technology, and first-wal1 and
structural alloys development. Safety and environmental impact studies
are closely related to technology and hence are also included in the
Programne.
The proposed technology prograrune has been designed mainly to meet
the needs for a conceivable Next Step in the European Tokamak develop-
ment. Presently, the only useful reference to the objectives and
design features of such a Next Step machine is the INTOR study.
The proposed programme accounts for R & D needs defined in INTOR, but
at the moment is based on the assumption that the developnents will
be conducted in a self-contained indigenous European effort. However,
efforts towards international cooperat.ion on the design and construct-
ion of the Next Step will continue and the prograrme will be re-assessed
as soon as such cooperation may materialize.
A European Next Step Tokamak (e.C. NET) may look different from INTOR.
However, the reguired performance wilL be roughly the same: long-pulse
burning DT plasma, handling and safe containment of tritium, use of
superconducting magnets, presence of a breeding blanket and neutron
shield, remote maintenance.
In the absence of any agreed time-scaLe for the Next Step, the proposed
technology prograrme for 1982-86 is designed with the aim of developing
the technological input for the engineering design of the Next step by
about the end of the programme period. It should be emphasized that
only a continued intensive study of the Next step wiLl show whether or
not the proposed technology progranrne covers alL required subjects
adequaEely and coupletely and whether it wiLl lead to the required re-
sults at the right time. A critical revision of the technology prograrume
rv.3.2
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will be due when a firrn concept for the Next Step is established. i
The proposed prograrnne includes the following activities:
Tritium technology: experimentaL study of aLternative deuterium-
tritium fuel cleanup and isotopic enrichmenE systems, develop-
ment of components of the personnel and environment protection
system, development of; tritium-compatible vacuum pumpsn develop'-
ment of the general ftrow-sheet for the NET tritiun systems and
design of a test facility for these systems.
Remote handling tools: assessment of needs for NET, specific
tool design and systen integration.
Superconducting magnet technology: finaLization of the construction
and home test of the European coil, the experimental- phase of the
international Large Coil Project (under IEA Inpl-ementing Agreement);
development of l2 Tesla toroidal field coil systems; development of
poloidal f ield coil-s a,ecording to NET specif ications.
IBlanket technology: conceptual design studies, completion of the
data base for liquid lithiurn and soLid lithium compound breedersl
benchmark experiments on tritium breeding and on shielding of
l4 MeV neutrons in blanket mock-upsl experimental study of tritium
recovery from the blanket.
- Idaterials: in-pile study in fission reactors of fatigue, erack-
growth, and creep of stainless steel- under pulsed load; sereening
study of potential first walL and structural materials by neutron
damage simuLation in accelerators; deveLopment of helium doping
techniques; radiation damage in insulators. For sample irradiat:ions
in intense high energy neutron sources, international cooperaEion
will- be sought, particularLy with US. This could require some
participation in the construction of the appropriate facilities.
Safety and environmental studies: general safety and environmental
study and accident analysis of DT-fusion devices; experimental, study
of selected safety items, like lithium fires, tritium atmospheric
diffusion, cryogenic hazards, biological effects of magnetic fields.
Competence for some of the technical developments needed for the next I
Tokanak generaEion can be found in industry. Typical examples are, among
41.
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others, vacuum pumps, remote handling tools, and generators for radio-
frequency heating of the plasma. Therefore, a number of industrial
development contracts are foreseen in the frame of the MT-technology
Progranme.
IV.3.3 Overall expenditure for NET and technoLogy
The overall budget proposed for NET and technology amounts to 190 MioECU
(at 1982 price Leve1).
The activities in this part of the programne will be supported by the
Coruoission at the levels 257, 452 and 1002, see table V.
NET will be supported at the level of preferential support, i.e. at 457..
A large fraction of the technology prograurc will consist. of new
activities, planned to cover the research and development. needs for
NET. The remaining part of the progranme is a continuation of present
activities, re-organized according to the needs for NET. The technology
projects will invorve new hardware and also existing installations
which have been built for non-fusion purposes in fission laboratories
and which will be used for conducting fusion technology research (e.g.
fission research reactors). A substantial fraction of the programne
will therefore qualify for a 457" Level of support. The reuaining
technology activities will be supported at rhe level of 257".
Finally, industrial contracts will be supported at l00Z level.
TABLE V
NET and Technology Budget (at 1982 price Level)
I
Overall budget
MioECU
Support
1eve1
Conmunity contri-
bution, MioECU
Technology (basic)
Technology (preferential)
and NET
Industrial contracts
106
77
7
257"
4s7"
1007"
26.5
34.5
7.0
Total r90 362 68. 0
l+2.
IV.4 MANAGEMENT A}ID MOBILITY
The "Mobility contract" for the exchange of staff among the various
laboratories engagecl in or contributing to the impl'ementation of the
programae has been extensively used during the last five-year prografime
with good effects. This exchange has provecl to be the best method
for the transfer of scientific and technical know-how and an excell-errt
means of improving the utilization of the availabl-e staff and exPertise'
It is proposed to extenrl the field of application of these mobility
contracts also to staff coming from industrial firms. Moreover with
the increase of exchanges foreseen, due in particular to the suPport
to NET and JET, it is proposed to increase the maximum amount to be
ser aside for rhe mobility fund from 2 MioECU (1979-33) to 3 MioECU
(1982-86>. Spain has recently signed the "Agreement for the Promotion
of staff. Mobility"(l) rrra will contribute to the mobility fund in
proportion to the ratio of the Spanish G.N.P. to that of the Conununity'
The existing management structure (see II.2.4) seems adequate to ensure
a proper steering of the Fusion Progrannne in the next five years. The
need for tighter steering of the more complex assernbly of Conrnuni'Ey
Fusion activities (NET, support to JET, new large machines) in any case
ca1ls for an increase of sLaff in the Fusion Directorate. Moreover, the
expansion of the Progranme, in particuLar in the field of technology,
will result in an increirse of expenditure for organizing meetings, work-
shops, etc. and for expert contracts. The appropriation of the Cornmilssion
for management shou]d consequen1ly increase slightly faster than infl'ation,
from 7 MioECU (1979-83) to l0 MioECu (1982-86)'
The appropriation of the Conrnission for "Management and Mobility" should
then amount to 13 MioECIJ.
IV.5 STAFF
7
I
The Conrnission proposes to
programme exclusive of .IET
from 150 to 180 during the
fix the number of Euratom staff for thtl
at lt0 and to raise it for JET progressively
period 1982-86. This increase for JET has
(l) o.J. No Ll90 0f 24.7.1980.
t
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I been reconmended by the JET Council in order to enable the project to
retain its Cormunity character and to draw on the European pool of
talent in such areas as radio-frequency heating technology, Tokamak
physics, Cornputational- physics and diagnostic instrument development.
The bulk of Euratom staff vorking on the non-JET programne is seconded
to the Associations. However, the smallet part working in Brussels
at the Fusion Prograruue Directorate should be increased to ensure
efficient steering of the expanding prograune.
The proposed Euratom staff shoul"d be seen in the context of a rotal
staff of 3500-4000 people working in the Fusion Programme, which
includes about 1000 professionals (including part-time contributors).
Since the recruitmen! of junior professionals has been extremely f.imited
in the recent years, the average age of the staff is increasing at a
rate which approaches one year per year. Moreover, the staff is very
homogeneous in age, most being in the 45-50 range. For a programme
which should last a few more decades this ageing of the staff is a
dangerous phenomenon.
I rv.6 AppRopRrATroN oF THE coMMrssroN roR I 982-86
The overall cost estimate for the 1982-86 Fusion Programme (1504.3 MioECU)'
the corresponding Connnission contribution (676.1 MioECU), the appropriation
remaining from the current programme (about 101.8 MioECU) and the new
tranche requested (about 574.3 MioECU) result from Table VI hereafter which
sums up the financial information given in Chapter A) IV.
As the figures shown in the Proposal for a Council- Decision are only indi-
cative, the proposed total amounts of Cormnunily resources for the 1982-86
Fusion Prograrme have been rounded there as follows:
General prograume
JET
MioECU
325
3s5
Total 580
a
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B. PROPOSAL FOR A COT]NCIL DECISION
of
adopting a research and training programre (1982 to 1986)
in the fiel"d of controLLed thermonuclear fusion
THE COIJNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMTTNITIES'
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community'
and in particular Article 7 thereof,
Having regard to the proposal fron the commission submitted after consultation
with the Scientific and Technical Comnittee'
Having regard to the opinion of the European Farliamen'(l)'
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Cormnitte "(') '
( lL\
Whereas in its Decision 80/318/Eut.to*(3), as amended by Decision 81/3BO/EuraEom'-"
the councit adopted a research and training programme 1979 to 1983 in the field
of controlled theruronuclear fusion; whereas Article 3 of that Decision provides
that the comission wilL subroit to the Council, not later than I July l98l' a
review proposal designed to replace the I 979 to 1983 programme with a new five-
year programme (1982 to 1986) wirh t982 and 1983 constituting years comnon to
both progranlmes; whereas Decisiorr 80/318 Euratom shoul'd
therefore be rePeal-ed;
(l) o.J. No(2) O.J. N"(3) O.J" No L 72, 18.3.1980, p. l8(4) O.J. N" L 149, 6.6.1981, p. 32.
I
I
I
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I
Whereas, in view of the considerable efforts needed to reach the application
stage of controlled theraoonuclear fusion, which could be of benefit to the
CournuniEy, particularly in the wider context of the security of its long-term
energy supplies, the various stages of development of the work hitherto under-
taken in this field should continue on a joint basis;
Whereas the scientific progress aehieved in this field in recent years in the
Cormunity and the rest of the world illustrates the need, particularly for
Tokamak systems, to construct larger and more complex devices and to concentrate
in particular on the deveLopment of plasma heating techniques;
Whereas it is necessary to complete the
mance, to ext.end the device to its full
it;
construction of .IET in its basic perfor-
performance and to operate and exploit
Whereas the t,ime has come to start the definition of the large device constitu-
ting the next step afEer JET and to launch, with the collaboration of the JRC,
I the technological developments required for its design and construction as well
as those neecled in the longer term for the fusion reactor;
Whereas the research proposed by the Cormrission constitutes an appropriate
means of pursuing such actions and it is, conseguently, in the cofiunon interest
to adopt a multiannual progranme in the field of controll"ed thermonuclear fusion,
the existence of which is moreover a necessary condition for the Conuaunity
participation in strengthening world cooperation in this field;
Whereas it is inportant that the Cournunity shoul"d continue to encourage the
consEruction of certain equipment concerned with projects accorded priority
status' the support of JET by the Associations and certain developments in the
field of fusion technology, by granting a preferential rate of participation
in the expenditure for such actions;
Whereas, furthermore, the mobility of staff between organisations cooperating
in the execuEion of the progranme should be promotedl
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:
a
".-(8 3.
Ar.ticl.e. I
A research and training programme in the fiel-d of control"l-ed thermonucl-ear
fusion as defined in the Annex is hereby adopted for a five-year period as
from I January 1982.
Articl-e 2
The total amount of resources necessary for the duration of the prograrnme exclu-
sive of JET are estimated at 325 MioECU, and the staff required is evaluated to
be I l0 employees.
The total amount of resources necessary for JET during the duration of the pro-
grarnne are estimated at 355 MioECU, and the staff required is evaluated to be
180 temporary employees within the meaning of ArticLe 2(a) of the conditions of
employment of other servants of the European Conrnunities.
The ECU is defined according to'Ehe financial regul-ations in force. These
figures are given merely by way ,cf indication and can be adjusted within the
annual budgetary proeedure.
Article 3
The Conrnission shal-l- submit to the Council, not later than I Jul-y 1984, a
review proposal designed to repLace the present progranme with a new five-year
programne with effect from 1 January 1985.
Articl-e 4
Decision B0/318/Euratom
from I January 1982.
hereby repealed with effect
For the Council,
t
a
Done at Brussels.
The President
I
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ANNEX
CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FUSION
l. The subject matter of the programne to be executed shall be:
(a) plasrna physics in the sector concerned, in particul-ar studies of a
basic character relating to confinement with suitable devices and to
methods for producing and heating plasma;
(b) research into the confinement, in closed configurations, of plasma
of widely varying density and temperature;
(c) research into light-matter interactions and transport phenomena and
the development of high-power lasers;
(d) the development and application to confinement devices of sufficient
powerful plasma heating methods;
(e) improvement of diagnostic methods;
(f) definition of the large device constituting the next step after JET
and technological developments required for its design and construction
as well as those needed in the longer term for the fusion reactor;
(g) conpletion of the construction of the JET device in its basic perform-
ance; extension of JET to fult performance ; operation and expl0i-
tation of JET.
The work referred to in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) shal1 be carried
out by means of association or lirnited duration contracts designed to
yield the results necessary for the irnplementation of the prograrmle
and which take into consideration the work carried out by the JRC, in
particular in relation to the next step and technoLogy referred to in (f).
The implementation of the JET project referred to in (g) has been entrusted
to the "Joint European Torus (.lnry, Joint Undertaking", established by
Decision 78/ qltleuratou( t) 
.
I
a ( 78, p. ro.
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ANNEX
Z. The prograrnrne set out in point I shaLL be part of a long-term cooperative
project embracing alt work carried out in the Member States in the fieLd
of controlled thermonucl,ear fusion. It is designed to lead in due course
to the joint construction of prototypes with a view to their industrial-
production and marketing.
3. The global needs for the drrration of the progranme exclusive of JET are
estimated at 325 MioECU antl ll0 Community employees. The amount of
325 MioECU can be broken dornrn as f ollows:
(a) about 442 for the financing at a preferential rate of projects,
as specified in paragraph 5;
(b) about 2% for industrial contracts in the field of fusion technolog)r;
(c) about 47. for administration costs and for expenditure intended to
ensure the rnobility o:E staff to enabl-e them to work in organizatiorrs
cooperating in the impl-ementation of the progranrne;
(d) the amount not set aside for the operations and expenditure referred
to in (a), (b) and (c) sha11 be devoted to the financial participation
by the Community in other expenditure incurred by the associations.
This participation sha1l be at a uniform rate of about 252-
4, Any positive balance from the contributions of associated third countries
under the progranmre shall be devoted for expenditure referred to in
point 3 (d) and to the financial- participation by the Cournunity in the
exeeution of international cooperative projects.
5. After consulting the Consultative Committee of the Fusion Prograurne
the Counnission may finance, at a uniform preferential rate of about 452
projects belonging to one of the following areas:
Tokamak systems and support for JET
Other toroidal machines
Heating and injection
Next Step and Fusion technology.
.,
t
t
t
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ANNEX
In return, all Associations shall have the right to take part in the
experiments carried out with the equipments thus constructed.
6. The global- needs for the JET Project during the progranme period are
estimated at 355 MioECU and 180 tenporary staff. The amount in question
is intended to finance the completion of the construction of the JET device
in its basic performance, the extension of JET to full performance and
the operation and exploitation of JET, with a participation rate of 802.
a
t.
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c) DECISION OF THE JET COTJNCIL ON THE JET PROGRAI"IME 1982-86
At its neeting on 19 March the JET Council decided t.o endorse the
proposals of the JET Director concerning the JET Progranrrne for the
years 1982-86, and thereafter up to the planned completion of the
scientific prograrme in nid-1990. This prograrnme pernits JET to
operate at ful1 performance i.n 1987, and also allows experiments with
deuterium-tritium plasma to begin in nid-1988. From a technical point
of view, the JET Council is satisfied that the prograrme can be execuEed
as planned, and that it can achieve its objectives. There is a possi-
bility that the results may go beyond these objectives and that thermo-
nuclear ignition may be approached. This is a major landmark in fusion
research, and cannot be achieved in any other experiment currently under
way within the world fusion prograrnrre.
In reaching this decision, which was strongly endorsed by the JET Scienti-
fic Council and the JET Executive Conrmittee, the JET Council was aware of
the important position of JET within the European fusion progranme. In
many respects, JET is the onty device which can provide essential infor-
mation on the behaviour of high temperature p1-asua which is a prerequi-
site for any decision to launch the next major research device in fusion
research (e.g. NET or INTOR). For this reason, any delay in the JET
Programme would have far-reaching effects. The JET Council was also a,rare
of the sensitivity of the proposed timetable, wiEh its corresponding
financial reguirements, to what rnight nornally appear to be small financlal
restrictions. Any decrease in the overall financial ceilings for the :eriod
1982-86 below the proposed figure of 358 MEUA for conrmitments and 400
MEUA for paynents (at January l98l price levels) would seriously delay
the prograrme. In particular, any decrease in the pa)ments budgets for
the years 1982 and 1983, below the proposed levels of 90 MEUA and 100
MEUA respectively (at January l98l price levels) would prevent new com-
mitments being undertaken in these years, and hence delay the prograurne
correspondingly. The decision was however taken in full knowledge of
the difficulties which all the partners would have in meeting these
PayuenEs budgets. The JET Council examined carefully a number of alter-
native progranoes in which this difficulty was alleviated by slowing
t
2.
i
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down the Project, and concLuded that the retardation was quite dispropor-
tionate to the savings made. It was aLso recognised that the proposed
Payrcnt,s budget for 1982 was significantly higher than that for l98l i
however, it had to be borne in nind that the unpaid cot'-itments of the
Projeet at the end of l98l resulting from contracts already placed were
foreseen to Fmount to about 62 MEUA.
The JET Council also considered the impact of future inflation on its
proposals and decided to present the proposals for the 1982 budget and
for the 1982-86 Progranrme in July 1982 economic conditions. The provi-
sional inflation taken for this 18 nonths period (starting on I January
l98l) was 20 Z leading to a demand for 108 MEUA for a preliminary draft
payments budget for 1982, The overall ceilings for co"r.itments and
payments for 1982-86 should be 442.3 MEUA and 480 MEUA respectiveLy, in
order that these figures shouLd be consistent with the budget figures
for 1982. Consequently, the JET Council recomrends these figures to the
Conrnission for inclusion in the Euratom Pluriannual Fusion Prograrrrme for
I 982-86.
The JET council emphasized rhe need for flexibility in planning the
evolution of the research and development progralme on JET, especially
as regards the timetabLe for procurement of neutral injection and ion
cyclotron resonance heating equipment. The JET Council believes that
within the overaLl financial ceilings proposed, the flexibility needed
would be ensured.
3.
o
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IMERIM OPINION OI' THE CCFP ON TIIE DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR A
RESEARCII AIID TRAINING PROGRAMME (t 982-86) FOR THE EIJROPEAT.I
ATOUIC ENERGY COMMT'NITY IN fiIE FIELD OF CONTROLLED THERMO'
NTICLEAR FUSION
26 JUNE I98I
The CCFP has devot,ed severaL meetings to discussions of the S-year
prograrme 1982-86. It has received very recenEly the Comissionts
final draft Proposal and has been inforned today about the content
of the Report of the Fusion Review Panel.
It is not in the position therefore to formulate today a detailed
opinion on the Prograrme Proposal. It intends to provide detaiLed
advice in July 1981.
Ilowever, on the basis of the discussions to date, the Conmittee is
in the position to support the general objectives underlying the
proposat, and considers that Ehe financial volune and the proposed
splitting between JET and the general progrr"'-e are not unrealistic.
s
a
I
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t D) FINANCIAL RECOPO SHEET
I. FUSION PROGRA.IO@ (exclusive of JET)
l. RELEVAI{T BUDGET HEADING z 7341 (forrner irern 3341)
2, TITLE 0F BUDGET HEADING : Theruonuclear fusion.
3. LEGAL BASIS : Article 7 of the EAEC TreaLy
Council Decision 80/ft8/Euratom (l) as amended by
Decision 8l/380/Euratom (2) and decision expected before
January I 982.
4' DESCRTPTION, OBJECTIVE(s) 
' 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PRoGRAMME :
4. I Descriprion
The ptograftrme is designed to continue research in the field of
controlled thermonuclear fusion and covers aLL activities in the
Member States in this field. Sweden and Switzerland are asso-
ciated with the prograrme. rt relates in particular to the
study of magnetic confinement of plasma and of fusion technology.
4.2 Objecrivee
(a) The short term objectives of the progra'T'me are :
- t.o accumulate enough knowledge, both in physics and in techno-
Logy, required for the definition, design and construction of
the large device constituting the next step after JET.
to assess uP to what point magnetic confinement systems other
than Tokamak systems (srellarators, reversed field pinch) rnay
be regarded as real alternatives to Tokauak ;
- to carry out a ailiprrm prograrme on inertial confinement.
(b) the final ain of this progra"-e is to determine whether energy
can be produced at competitive prices from nuclear fusion reac-
tions between light atomic nuclei and, if so, jointly to construct
Prototypes with a view to industrial-scale production and marketing.
I
(l) o.J. No L 72 of l8.3.l9go
I Q) o.J. No L t+9 of 6,0. t98t
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4.3 Justification
The problem of energy sources at world level in the long term is far
from being solved. Thermonuclear fusion is one of the very few sour-
ces which rnight solve this probtem or at least make a substantial
contribution to its solution, in a way which would be particularly
beneficial to Europe. The main reasons for conducting research in
this field on a Conrnunity basis are as follows :
- thr: scale of the human and financial resources required, which
suggests that suctr a development could hardly be carried ouL orr
a national basis t;
- the exisEence of il Community programme is a necessary condit-ion
for: the Community participation in strengthening world cooperation
in this field ;
- ther existence of ;r collective need, colmnon to all Member States t
- the, long time-scal-e of the effort (extending towards the eocl of
the century) neederd to arrive at the construction of the reerctor ;
- in the event of success, the opening-up of a wide Conununity market
for the European reactor.
OVEMLL TINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROGRA}'IME FOR THE PERIOD 1982 TO 1986.
Implications in respect of expenditure
I
I
q
5.1
5. r. r lggl"j""grySg_by ,
- The budget of the Communities :
- National adminislrations and
oLher sectors at national 1eve1 i
Total cost :
Mul tiannual t imetabLes
344,900,000 Ecu (l)
717.100,000 ECU
5.1.2
To take int.o account the evolution of the preceding Progrannrles'
the timetables below relate to the peri.od 1976 to 1986, covering
the previous programme 1976-80, the current prograrnme 1979-8i:l
and the proposed prograrnne 1982-86. The allocation for the
periocl 1976'1986 totals 525.9 MioECU and has been ca1-culated
as follows :
The 344.9 MioECU include 22.6 MioECU committed prior to 1982 within the pro-
gramme 1979-83 for the years 1982 and 1983. The proposed Consnunity alloca-
tion for 1982 is therefore 344.9 MioECU - 22.6 = 322.3 rounded to 325 in the
Prooosal for a Council Decision.
1.062.000.000 ECU
(t)
I
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t Tranche
124.0 MioECU
146.5 MioECU
255.4 MioECU
525.9 MioECU
==g=========
Progrannne 1976-80 z
Progranrne lgTg-83 : 190.5 MioECU 
- 44.0 (unused
appropriations from progrartrne 1976-80) :
Proposed programne 19g2-86 : 322.3 MioECU - 66.9(unused appropriations from progranme lg79-83) :
Total :
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5.2 Method of calculation
(a) staff costs
The staff proposed for rhis programne consists of the following :
YearABC.Total
l98r . 75 35 3 ll3
t982-86 75 32 3 I l0
The calculations are based on the appropriations for staff expenditure
entered in the budget I98l and have been increased by 7 Z per annum,
taking into account the, decrease of staff number from ll3 to ll0.
The Community expenditure related to staff costs are incl"uded in
heading (b) and (c) below.
(b) Administrative and teclrnical operating expendi-ture and management-
This covers the costs of travet, missions, experts and the organization
of meeti.ngs together with the use of administrative and technical stlp- t
port. Inclusive of the cost of Commission staff working in the Fusion
Director:ate in Brussels the expenditure is estimated at IQ-UfSEQU to
be finarr.ced at 100 % by the Conrnunity budget.
(c) Contract expenditure
i) Association Contracts. For the period 1982-86 the cost of carryLng
ou'E the fusion progranune in the laboratories associated with the
Community is estimated at 1042 MioECU, including NET and sub-
contracted work on fusion technoLogy as well as the Commission
staff seconded to the associated laboratories. The Conununity
would participate in the financing of this expenditure at a. rare
of about 25 7.. This rate could be increased to about 45 Z for
actions accorded priority status by the CCFP and for the support
of JET. The Comrunity expenditure related to the participation
in the financing of the Association expenditure is estimaterd at
lg3:3=YigE=gg. ( I )
(l) To 3A2.3 MioECU must be adcled 22.6 MioECU cornrnitted prior to 1982 for the
years 1982 and 1983.
J
I
I65.
ii) Industrial contracts. A number of industrial- devel-opment con-
tracts are foreseen in the frame of the Fusion Technol-ogy
Prograrnrne. The Cornmunity would finance such contracts at 100
and about Z=UfgEgU are provided for that purpose.
iii) Costs involved in the mobiLiry of staff other than Commission
staff are estimated at l=UigE99 to be financed at l0A 7, by the
Conrnunity budget.
5.3 Contributions of third States associated with the Fusion Progranrne
(excl-usive of JET) .
i) The balance of contributions/expenditure during the period 1976 to l98l
is shor,rn in the fo1-lowing tabl-e (MioECU) |
(a)
Year
(b)
Third States
contributions
(c)
Corurunity
expenditure
related to the
execution of the
cooperation
agreements
(d)=(b)-(c)
Balance
t
197 6
197 7
1978
197 9
r 980
l98 l
Total
1.0
l.t
1.4
2.3
2.5
1.9
to.2
0.4
0.4
0.5
t.6
r.8
2.5
7.2
+ 0.6
+ 0.7
+ 0.9
+ 0.7
+ 0.7
- 0.6
+ 3.0
The positive baLance of 3 MioECU is used for financial participation by
the Community in the Association expenditure and has been taken into aceount
in the cal-culation of the new tranche to be opened for the years 1982 to
1986 (see point 5.4 below).
ii) On the basis of the multiannual timetabLe for payrnent appropriations
(see point 5.1.2) and assuming a constant average proportion between
GNP (Sweden + Switzerl-and) GNP Community of 7.5 Z the contributions of
these two States to the proposed fusion prograuune l9B2/86 (exclusive
of JET) are estimated as follows (t"tioUCU) :
1982
3.79
r 983
5.27
1984
s.63
r 985
6. t5
r 986
7 .07
t9B2-86
?Ztj.L
rl
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The association. contracts concl"uded with Srseden and Switzerland terminate
on 31.12.1983. Therefore the expenditure related to the execution of the
cooperation agreements during the period 1984 to 1986 are not yet knor^rn
and the balance cannot be calcul-ated at the time being.
The contributions of Spain are limited to the Mobility Contract and
are estimated at 0.2 MioECU for the period 1982/86.
5.4 C-alculati.on of_gew 
-tranche to be opened for 1982 tg 1986 -taking into
accoll,lnt unus gl_ apprgpriat ions f rom pr-eceding pro grarnmes
(i) Tranches opened for preceding progranmes :
MioECU
progranme 1976/80 124
programne 1979/83 : 190.:t - 44 - 146.5
balance oI: third States contributions 1976/81 3.0
Total of (i) : 273.5
(ii) Calculations of unused appropriations :
According to the Council Decisions and the reconrnendations of the CCF
and CCFP the allocation of 273.5 MioECU has been broken down and used a
as follows (MioECU) :
(a) (b) (c) = (a) - (b)
all-ocation cornmitted unused appro-
for 1976/81 priaLions
General support to assoc:iations 186.5 166.6 (l) 19.9
Preferential support to asso-
a
grarmes (total of (ii)), rounded
TotaL of (iii)
44
3
,rrt ,*.u ;"t
=:===
-67
clat]-0ns
Management + Mobility
Tota.l of (ii) ,
75 3r
129
These figures are provisionaL, as the final expenditure in l98l is not
yet knor^m.
(iii) Tranche to be opened for 1982-86 z
MioECU
Proposed Community allocation for 1982-86 (rounded) 325
less : unused appropriations from preceding pro-
f,
(l) Including 22.6 l(ioECU couunitted for 1982 and 1983.
258
67.
I
Since the amount of the unused appropriations is based on a provisional
calculation, the 258 MioECU have also to be considered as provisional.
. 
5.5 Irnplications in respect of revenue
- Community taxes on the salaries of Cormrission staff
- Contribution of this staff to pension scheme.
6. FINANCING OF THE PROGRA}IME
- Appropriations entered in the budgets of the European Communities for
1976 to l98l
- Appropriations to be entered in future budgets (1982 to 1987).
]. TYPE OF CONTROL TO BE APPLIED
Scientific control : - Steering cornmrittees set up by association
contracts concluded with the national laboratories.
- Consultative Conunittee for the Fusion Programme
set up by Council Decision of 16.12.1980.
Administrative and
Financial Control : - Steering Committees
- DG of FinanciaL Control with regard to the
execution of the budget and the regularity
and conformity of the expenditure and the
Contracts Division of DG XII.
t
I
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II) .ITt PROJECT
l. RELEVANT BUDGET HEADING CODE : 7342 (former iren .3342)
2. TITLE 0F BUDGEI HEADING : Participation in the JET Joint Undertaking
3. LEGAL BASIS: Arricles 45 to 5l of rhe EAEC Treaty and
"Article 9 of the JET Statures,
,Council Decisions 7B/470/Eurarom of 30.5. l97g
(0.J. L 15l of 7 June 1978, page 8), 3T/3l8/Eurarom
of 13.3.1980, 8l/380/Eurarom of I9.5. l98l and Council
Decision expected befoie January 1992.
4. DESCRIPTION, OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT :
4. I Description
Construction, operation and exploitation, as part of the Conrmunity fusion 
'prograrnme and for the benefit of the participants therein, of a large
torus facility of the Tokamak type and its auxiliary faciliries (.loint
European Torus - JET) in order to extend the parameter range applicabLe
to controlled thermonuclear fusion experiments up to conditions close to
those needed in a thermonuclear reaetor.
4.2 Objecriveg
To obtain and study a pLasma in condition and dimensions approaching
Ehose needed i:n a thermonuclear reactor. Four main areas of work are
required ro achieve this aim :
(i) the scaling of plasma bshgvlour as paramecers approach the
reaccor range;
(ii) the plasna-wal1- inte-ra.crigg in rhese conditions ;
(iii) the study of plasraa hsaring ;
(iv) the study of /-particle- produc.tion and coJrfinemenr and consequent
resultant plasma heating.
a
a
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| 43 Jusrification
The execution of the JET Project is an essencial stage in the development
of the Coumunityrs fusion prograrme. With regard to the final aim of
this programne and its justification, please refer to Part I, Section
4.3 of the record sheet.
5. OVERAIL FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT FOR THE DUMTION OF THE
PRocRAl,tME 1982 TO 1986 (ECU)
5.1 InpJ-icqtions in respect of expenditure
5. l. I Costs incurred by :
The budget of the European Conrmunities (80 Z) 355,000,000
National administrations and other secEors at
nationaL level (20 7") 87 ,300,000
Total cost z 4!?r3qqrQQQ
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I 5.2 Method of Calculation
Ar irs neering of lgl2o March l98l the JET CounciL approved the Project
Development Plan of JET for the period 1982 to 1986 in which the expen-
diture of JET during that period is estimated, at priee level January
1981, at :
Conrmitments:
Payments :
358. l6 MioECU
400.00 MioECU
a
At the same meeting, the JET Council- recon'mended, taking into account
the inflation Erend at that momenL, to raise the payments budget by
20 7 i,n order to obtain an average price level of the year 1982, at which
the prograrrme proposal 1982-86 shoul-d be presented. This wouLd Lead to
a payment budget of 400 x 1.20 = X99=SigEgg at price leveL 1982, to
which corresponds a comitment budget 
"t !!?*2=$i9E99, 80 7. of which
= 353.8 MioECU has to be financed by the Cornmunity budgeE, rounded
in the Proposal for a Council Decision to 355_UrsEqU.
5.3 Contributions of Sweden and Switzerland
i) The 125.8 MioECU paid by the Comunity to JET during the period 1976 to
l98l include 6.0 MioECU coming from the Swedish and Swiss contributions.
ii) On the basis of the multiannual timetable for payment appropriations of
the Cornmunity (see point 5.1) and assuming a constant average ProPortion
of GNP (Sweden + Switzerland) to GNP Conmunity of 7.5 % t};.e contributions
of thelre two States are estimated during the period 1982186 as follows
(MioEcU) i
r 983 r 984 r 985 t982-86
7.44 5.04 28.8
===t
These contributions shaL1 be devoted to the financial participation by
the Conrmunity in the execution of international cooperative projects, in
particular of such projects which will be perforned under implenenting
ll or similar agreements concluded after approval by the Council.
r72.
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I
5.5 Implications in respect of revenue
community taxes on the salaries of temporary staff.
a
. 6. PROJECT FINANCED FROM :
Appropriations ent.ered in the budgets of the European Comrunities for
1976 to 1981.
Appropriations to be entered in future budgets.
7. TYPE OF CONTROL TO BE APPLIED
(a) Scientific conrrol : JET Council
Consultative Cormittee for Fusion progranrne.(b) Administrarive and
Financial Control : JET Council
Court of Auditors.t
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PiCIPOSAI, A COTINCIL DOCISION
ariopting a research and training programre ( f gge to,11986 )'
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O?INION 1
of the Consultative Cmnittee for the Fusion Programne
on the Propoeal for a five-year Programe 1982-1986
on control.led thermonuclear fusion
========3::::::=::-:::-5:::::-::-::-i::L:::l-*=oo-=-
The CCFP:
l. Supports the Comrission state;:lexrts that controlled nucLeqp fusion is
potentially a rujor Long-tenu source of energy for tfestern Europe and that
the main appLication foreseen * centrEl electricity generation by an
iner<haustible fuel is of sufficient and comnon importance to justify a
major Cornmunity R & D prograllne.
2. Agrees that the progresE of research on the technical reans of releasing
rhis energy by the eo-ealtei nagnetic confinernent rnethod holds out a real
possibility of technicaL success.
3. Believes that the Euratom activities have naintained Europe in the forefront
t of international fusion reeearch and fostered the ability of European
industry to provide the advanced electrotechnology eo far needed for the
development of fusion.
4. Has assessed the Comunity prograserc in retaticn to the following factors:
i) Ehe potential of thcrmonuelear fueion as a major long*teru energy source'
ii) the prospect of suceess'
iii) rhe desirabiliEy for European induetryrs capabilitiee not to lag behind
that in other regions,
iv) the forward plans of the component nationaL research prograEmes'
v) the need for orderly progress in order to create the possibiLiry of a
decision on the next step before the end of the decade.
5. Taking account of ehese factors, considers that expansion of researeh in vital"
areas, viz. JET extended performance and technology for the Next Step, is
nec.essary, that the Cornnissiorr has preeented a balanced and coherent programne
for 1982*86 vhich is consistent rrith the long tern objectives of the pro$ralsmet
and views the envisaged financial envelope of t500 I{ECU as rea6oBa&r1e.
1. 6. NoEes that the Conuni.ssionte prcpoeal ie g'enera1Ly ir:line with ftre re**ms*enCa*
tions of the Fusion Reviev Panet.
I
. 2.
The CCFP:
t4
si
'.
l. Endorses the straregy of the programne, the priorifiee which it eatail'8r and :
the relative funding of JBT snd the general progranqne' Th€ CCFP enphasizea '
:
the importance of:
l) enhanced participation of che Associaticlne in the Sc'ientifie prograime I
:
of JET, c
ii) expansion of, the teehnology deveLopmentg (including safety and envi.ron-
:
mental aspects) needed for the $Ie$e step e$d reaeesr$t
iii) the basic Tckanak programle and the progri::t'me of research on alterrtate
toroidal- nragnetic eonf inement, systens, Support for n*ur maehines of ttri* :
varioustypesshou1d1redeLerT[inedwiehaviev,tetheirre1.evanceior
reactors anil to keeping a bal.ance in finaneial effort bebs'ueen these
approaehes,
B. Recognizes rhaL t.his detiberat* deeisi.on la emptrasise work on toeoidal magneeic i
confinement, taken in order aot Co sver!:ax European re$outces, presents some i
risks, but considers that these are accepea'ble in view of the ?:road basis of
fusion research'provirled by international collaboration. 1'
a
9, Accepts the objective of having Ro more Bhan one major step between JET and
a Tokamak reactcr desonslrating the sustained generatios of electriciey; and
endorses srrongl"y the neecl to diecipline teehnology developrnente to tire needs
of this objective" Greac care wii.l ttlerefare be needed in the eel.ection of,
the Next Scep and in eonsidering the extent of inrernalion*t eoLlaboretion in
Lhe Next step.
Endorses continued participatic'n in the INTOR Workshop"
Recogniaes the need to dev*lop e technolCIgy progranrma erhich reaelers Euro;re
capable of tacicling altr najor acpecLs of the Next Sfep, and f,or work E:n:r
eonceptual design for NET ts setrrre as a fo*tt* {''I if i" ^ffnrt.
Enphazises the desirabiLity of stimulating Lhe {,", i.i:ir.*!- c*pability ol:
European industry to cantribute eo th* further deveLoprnent of fusion'
10. tiotes that the ac'civity of ttre 0'unmunityre Joint B.esearch Centre in fursion
research is osritted from the Cormiseionts prcpo$e.l prograrme" ?hat part of
fusion work that is carried out at Ispra ehould be planned at the Bame tine
and rsith the same objectives as that of the Aeeociations" The CCFP therefore
regueses an earl.y submiseion by the Cormission bn the vork that could be d
conducted in future by the JRC.
.t.
3,
t
v ll.
12,
Is aware that the Comissi.on did not find it possible to support directly
the cost of Euratom staff seconded to the Associations. In view of the
doubts on th€ benefite of the secondment proeedure, the CCFP wetcomes the
recent reduct,ion in number of Euratom staff and urges the Corrmie sion to
review the procedure with a view to making further reduetirrns"
Wants to stre$s the inrportairs.s .rf a timety Council Decisiotl. $ detay uould
not only postpone operationaL deeisioae and c?reate eerious seeering diffi*
culties, in particutar for JET, but uouLd also jecpardize the advantages of
the sliding progra$rne ccncept and weaken tha eoordinaticn of the Comnuni-ty
prograrnne and its capacity for iatern*tional col"l"aboration.
The CCFP nores rhe difficuJ-t sieuation of the two Third eountriee pa.rlicipai:i.ng
in the Comrunity Fusion Programne which do not participate in the annual budge-
cary procedure by which the amount of resourcea devoted to tlx€ Fusion Fr*grarune
might be adjusted, and the request of theee countries to be eonsui.ted by the
Cotttmission in such case{t.
u The Swedieh delegation has drawn the attention of the
financial volume of the propoeed prograffi€ could make
participat,ion to the Ccmtrnity trusion Progra@ on the
CCFP to the fact that the
difficult the fuLure Swedieh
present basis,
llr
4OPIiJIO}I CF lHE SCIEbIITIFIC A}iD TECENICAL CO?TI'IIT|f,Ed
(sTc) oN rHE DRArt PRoPosAL roR A FI\'E-1r8AR PROGRA!{l'ltr
1982-86 ON COIflTROLLED ISEFIIONUCLEAR SU9ION
- TNS sTC EAS BXAIIINED O}t 13 JULY I98I fBE DRAflT PROPOSAL
FOR A PIVE.YEAR PROGRA}SIE 1983*S5 PRESENTED BY TiM
CCfli.USSIONI IT BAD ALSO RECEffAS TIIE REPORT OF IgE
FUSION RET/IFI{ PANEI,C
. BECAU$E OF EHE S$ORT T:}18} AVEIIAFI.E, TfiE CN.&II1rMB
COT.;CSNTHATED trTS DISEUSSION ON TfiE FRT.NEI,FA$ FEA*
TURB$ CIr gHF e{r-tl,lrssloNrs pR0po$AL"
- TIJE CflillITrEE IS OF TRE OPINIOIT fHA?, I'AKII'IG INTO
J\CCOU}}T TITE 
'STiG 
TERM PENSPECTTVSS OT FSSXON Ai'}D
ITS II'IORTA}I{S POe. l'HA CO'UlniNIfft RESnARCtri Ol{
ruS:ON SIIOULD FSCiTlltg INCREASED SUPFORT. fT CON-
SIDER,S Ag T'U&LT JUSTIFIEN fHE OVEPSf,& FTNAI{CIATJ
lI)LtFlE TORESEM{ TTR MIA PRffiRAIII'E A5 !S8I,I, AS TgE
WAY IN WHXCH IRIS IS DIVIDED AI'10}16 THE DX8'FERUTif
ACTIVITIUS IHDICATSD I$ fHE PROFOSA& Or TnE CC['I*.
I'IISSXONo It REeff'INdS tFE ADltAl$nAGEg tr nHE StI*
DINE PRO'ffiA}IME COI$CSPT BUT U}|DH&LIHAS ffiTB FACf 1TIAT
TEESB ADVAI.ITAGRS CO$CD BS I&Sf UHLASS TgE DECIgIOtd
eONCSRNING pRCIC[tAlrsttg nSTrSION eAlc BE TAKEtf 1{:11!OUt
DEIAY.
- THE CC?:.III?1I[E APPRO\flSS TEA; GFRA1ECT PRCIfOSED
BY TITE CO{'1},!I6$IOII KTIICH XS TO }!,AIN?A3H fBE
colrcn'NrRAT,Fn cFFoRf $f $r8 soKlr.\tAK LIilE AlrD
SIAPABTF EFFOA,f ST lIiO AT.,TERNATIiffi I,3NE$ TN }IAg}iEf,IC
coNsINnriEN?, RE1ERSE FIELD PINCH AliD STELIJIRA{OnS.
TI{E STC RF€OI'"I.IETTDS A PERIODIC NEASSESSfiETf;T CIF TFJH
FXACTOR NEIAVAIKE OP TIIESF LIT-IES CO$IPSRED WTTH fHAT'
OT T}iE 3OKfuTAX.
frg
*
r3
aIr - TIIH CCt+tlfIEE rCCgltS TEB TOGIC * a# "O-l'{IssroNtd pRoc&t$t'lB IN t{8lclt Nnr t8 co}TcEIVEO
A5 T:rg ONLY SIEP EHFfEAN flt? AitD Dgt{O, BUt
srRsssE8 llrE lACEgSIry Ot @t|rnrUALLy Ag8ESsrNc
rHE VALIDITy OF THIS t.ruRnl!rc AgSwtgrtolr. fiG
STC APPROVES 1fl8 IUT{SDIATE IAUHCHING OP TU8 }IET
DEPINITIOII GROT'? I,'HICH SNOUI,D ACT AS A FEUS FON
lill* DElrBtSPlrEfir Of ntB ?${:t!ffr,rlrcl pnOGRfU}rEr TI{B
pncposnD rNcReAsB ot tfslcF I9 cotfstDERSD Ag A
MINIlt0l'|. fHE JP.T pROCR,AtlMg AllD tllB OlllSR lotrAilAl(
procnAt!,tr"s oF n|8 ct0$nNlrr gnouLD B8 oIRnctED ro
SSTABLI6N ttll 6CIII}ilITIC AfiD IECMI)I'CICAT, FEASIBI.
LI'I1i Op lfEf, rH vls?t o? TttE l?cltNot GIcrL LHD scrBN-
trFlc pnEnESUrgrTgS ?R8 gTc uNDERSrAftDS mAT DECTSIONS
CONCERNIIIc SUBSTAh:ITAT. 1I\N'NST}TENTS RBTATIVE TO THT:
FXGII€ENNIG DNSIGN.OF N8T WII.L T.I(y! BE }ISEDgD BSFONE
NB:(T pRO6?,N{rrr8 nr,l't3lo}r Ot 1981, BXCEpT Ag IT r8 S,AID
I1E1.'ORE FOR NIB tECIBNOINGI PROGPAI4{g AHD RSTAfSD NEII
IARGE D8I/ICEs.
- TIIB CC{IIHIIEIEE RESERIIB8 tTg POSITIO$ O$ TnE
Ppogos!:D ?nlTIuFt IABoftAloRI, 'rfiE HrSStoN op HSICB
rcES NgI APT'EAR PRESENfLT TO B8 gUP'ICIETNLI
ITELIJ DEPI}IEDI
- AS FAR AS $:ERIII\L COII?INEHP,NI tg CtNCP.SI{BDI
T}iE }I'WORTIT OP TAE STTI.IITTEE @TIEIDERS NIAA
TI}IT.CSS TTIII C!}!}II'NITY TS PREPANFX} To HINE A
c$tliIDEnABtB EilIAISBT{SnilrrO rSS rInAr€IAt
cc}'lrlTT.rEtnr TFE ,\cTMTr !{IGttT SE Lrt{rTED
T'O A PERIODIC ASSASSHETIT OP TTIE RESULTS
MTAITJED NLSTCiHNPB IN $iE I{ORLD. ,l I{IIIOPINT
CAPSIDERS IT OPPOR?UNS I}I TTIESE CIRCIUIISfA"$Cg8
TO IIAKET Oil THg COTNRARY, A SLIGHA $rCREASE
IN TIIE I'INMI. OT t.HS PRESENT !:PFONT SO AS TO
ALISI-I niE CC.tll{tNITf SO FODIS?$ PROCRrSS HADB
EI,STifigRS RAIIIER Tfl.AN T&Y'NG ?A FE CO$FN?I?IVE
Qnt TIIR rinRLD trEVSL.
J.
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- coNcsaxnro PERSo$IIEL' rnB S.IC DRN{S TH$.ATTEnTION
OF fiTE }TEb{FAR STATES TO,IgE &P9StrX&BT'g ASBTNG
oP TF8 RE$nAncH stArgr IT BEI$G F*RTTCUI*RLY
NOTICF$BL$ $l 35tS &gelCISTIO}rS,. IT R6*CPtt-{gh*OS
r}nr AI*L lrS&$tlRES SHOU&S BS felffi{ r0 ctxlNt€8AcT
ffiI$' ieR 3${ST&,!;CE 3y I}$RAASINS SF&PP'!'lnBIf'XTSe
gSFA{:3.r:I,tY FS5{ ?'tr8 [IJnAtOa4 SIAF]' I;OF"XII{G IN m{8
fi$$*{'f&:iI*ri#* fg$ F&E$E}tf SySff*{ OS {51$r{fr3H$ 'THH
T*TAi". pep,S{'i}ii*iC& F,XFE${SAS *F S*T.TS Eir$&*ffii Sf&FP
1i{3 ';!:H e$:#-5*.i:&SIS}iS SgiStr'T,S Elf&s{SF*&f. SE RErl0if#5ti:1ifi9{}"
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